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It is a great pleasure, an:! Weed an ll:Jrour, for 
me as Ola.irman of the Board of Governors to introduce tre 
story of Dorset !hJse Scrool of Occupational Therapy, foun-
ded by my aunt, Dr . Elizal:eth Casson O.B .E., or, as """ in 
tre family know rer. Aunt Elsie . 
In 1928 when my parents ~ on a treatrical tour 
of South Africa, my father, lewis Casson, received a cable 
fmn Aunt Elsie, his younger sister, whirh read, ""Can you 
lend me a trousan:l pourds"". My father, conbining his inten-
tion with economy, replied ""yes"" an:! arranged tre loan. The 
IOOileY was to 1-elp Aunt Elsie to buy Dorset lhlse, Clifton, 
frcm which our present sch:lol is naiOOd, an:! my father used 
to say it was the best investment re ever nade. It was rere 
that she began rer pioneering work 1n occupational trerapy 
under her own harmer, an:! """ all knew tre rouse ...,U. I 
renenber my younger brotrer, Christopher, an:! I occasionally 
stayed week-errls trere. I travelled up frcm PortSIDUth (I 
was a young naval officer tren) on a sports I!Dtor--eycle an:! 
Chr1stoprer by train frcm London. We had one dread, which 
was to l:e roped in to do Morris-dandng with scme of tre 
patients, with Aunt Elsie as tre stem referee! 
She was 111.lCh loved by rer ten neprews and nieces. 
an:! earh of us at one time or anotrer came under tre spell 
of her strong personality . She was a I!DSt determined lady, 
who nearly always got rer own way l:ecause it never occurred 
to rer that any sensible person would disagree with rer. 
But sre had great chann an:! an irrepressible hlllDur. wren 
sre s~ rer affection, whirh was often, tre wannth of rer 
snile was captivating. 
What cannot l:e denied is that sre was an eccen-
tric, a real eccentric in that sre saw rerself as nonnal an:! 
otrer people as sanewhat eccentric. For example, sre spent 
a lot of IOO!ley on clothes frau expensive dressnakers, an:! 
yet never SE!<!!!~!<! to look fashionably dressed. I renenber 
one evening >*>en she joired our family at the theatre, in 
the days >*>en one "dresse:l" for the occasion. I can see her 
row striding along the pavenent towards us in a long 
well-cut gown, carrying a snail suitcase in one harrl, a 
large roll.ecMip unbrella in the other am wearing on her 
feet a pair of bl"O<oln ""sensible" country brogues! 
What we all rE!Ill'5llber about her, however, """' her 
unt~ energy, her Wectious enthusiasm for whatever she 
"""' engaged in, her utter integrity, her ..,rnrllearted k.in:l-
ness an:! her deep Orristian beliefs . 
My dear cousin ~h carried the Cass:m flag for 
!))rset House fron 1948 until 1978, an:! I was greatly 
h:Jnoured to take over fran him after he became President of 
the Royal Acadeny. AM so Aunt Elsie's flag still ''flies 
an:! the city has rot fallen" . Wherever she is now, I hope 
she approves of us because her approval """' al..,ys sanething 
to be prou:! of . 
Here then is the story of furset House so admir-
ably put together by Betty Collins, a forner Principal of 
the School. It is my sin:ere hope that those who read i t 
will learn sooething of an:! be impresse:l by, Aunt Elsie' s 
achievanent . 
John Casson 
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PREFACE 
<kcupatiooal n.mtpy is still one of ti-e yrnmgest 
of ti-e professions supplementary to trediclre and, as with 
all youngsters, its early years have seen growth, expedmerr-
tation, charl:e and eventual acceptance by the older profes-
sions as a fully-fledge:! nenber of the tredical team. 
It is because I have been priveleged to play a 
part in this that, lohen aske:l to record ti-e history of 
furset House, I agree:! perhaps a little too readily. Had I 
appreciate:! the extent of the undertaking I might have been 
rore hesitant. 
The years up to 1946 had already been recorde:l, 
but fran that time onwml ti-e archive material, of "*rlch 
trere was m lack, had to be collate:!. Many fascinating 
hours ""re spent reading old press cuttings, sorting photo-
graphs, checking ti-e minutes of meetings and trying to fill 
ti-e gaps by talking to p>St stu:lents and staff "*">se 
tne100ries of events could a~t !!rf ~. This last exercise 
sanetimes produced conflicting evideoce as m t>o> people 
ever I'e!lll!llber things in quite the same way. It also 
produced a ~th of anecdotal material "*rlch, if used, 
wuuld have ree:le:l several volUIES. Selection, therefore, 
"*rlle essential has not been easy and readers may ...U fim 
that sane events, "*rlch for personal reasons ""re important 
to than, have had to be exclule:l, and for this I can only 
ask their J.roulgence. 
After considering various formats I decide:! to 
present Parts I - III chronologically as many of the 
develo""""ts of ti-e school ...re linke:l with tre changes 
taking place in the medical and social scere generally. 
Hol.ever, certain subjects, "*rlch did not fall easily into 
the chromlogical rettem, have been dealt with sererately 
in Part IV. 
" 
Part I (1930-1946), covering the beg:inn1Jll and 
early years, has been reproduced fran too original "Story of 
furset fbuse" which was proouced in hooklet form in 1950. 
No attenpt had been made to re-write or edit this as 
historically it reflects the aspirations and attitules of 
the times. Particularly the 'Foreword' by Dr. Casson and 
too 'Profile' of oor by "A.W .R." are essential to too mder-
standing of the etros on which too scrool was based. 
ln parts ll and Ill a change in sty le may be 
apparent, this having been written lll)re than thirty years 
later. Wl"ereas in Part I all the staff involved in the 
pioneering stages of the school are mentioned by nane, this 
obviously has not been possible as the scrool has grown in 
size and staff have cane and gone . Thus, fran 1946 orwards 
only sai£ of the longer-serving staff are referred to in too 
text. At one stage too possiblity of appending a list of 
past staff was considered. "'-ver, alili>ugh records of 
salaried staff are available, no ~lete list exists for 
those ~ were paid week! y or on a part- ti.IIe l:asis . 
1\Erefore as an ~lete list could cause hurt to those 
anitted, this idea was abandoned. 
{),Jr1ng the writing of the chronicle toore were 
tlllleltS wren I was tempted to deviate fran too narrative to 
inclule sane relevant anecdote which, interesting or 
entertaining as it might be, I.Uul.d have interrupted the 
sequeoce. To overcare this difficulty a feN reminiscences 
have been collected together in Appendix A. 
Thro'-Wout the preparation of this story, I came 
to rely heavily on Harry Ilennison, ~ had recently retired 
fran his post as Bursar. Not only did oo fill in sane of 
too gaps in the narrative and cast a critical eye over too 
text, but lll)re important! y gave of his tiJre to put too ear 1 y 
drafts onto a ""rd-processor. Sadly oo died suddenly before 
too final stages were reached. To him, to those who 
willingly contributed anecdotes, and to all whose ' brains I 
have picked' I '-"Uld like to record my thanks. 
For me, writing this has been an enjoyable, if 
mstalgic, experience. It has been a lengthy process, 
largely because of the extent of the period to be covered. 
If, as I rope, this record is continued, a decanal update 
'-"Uld prove easier an:! ensure its accuracy. 
Betty Collins 
Decenber 1987 
Dr. Elizabeth Casso.t , O .B.E. 
PARr I (1930 - 1946) 
(Written by Dr. Casson in 1950) 
This booklet is the joint production of several 
old friends of furset lbuse. I have been asked to write a 
fore<.<>r<l to explain why it has been p.ililished. 
The ll:lrset lk>use Sch:x>l of Occupational Therapy is 
the outcane of an idea, end new stu:lents joining it need to 
umerstard that idea end to realise their !>'rt in co-
operating with its developnent. 
When I first qualified as a doctor I decided that, 
fran my rospital experier=, I ~ take up psycrological 
ae:licine, end went to one of the best ruenta.1 oospitals as a 
clinital assistant. I had been used ~h to busy people 
when I was house-property managing ...-.!er <ktavia Hill, end 
to ill people in bed when I was a medical stu:lent, but I 
foood it very difficult to get used to the atm>sphere of 
bored idleness in the day roans of the oospital. Then, one 
lk>nday l!l)rning, when I arrived at the wrmen's wards, I 
fourrl the ai:J!r:>sJilere had CO!llpletely changed end realised 
that pre!>'t'ations for Christ:rms decorations had begun. The 
ward sisters had produced coloured tissue !>'per end bare 
branches, and all the !>'tients '"'re ...,rking happily in 
groups making flmers end leaves end using all their 
artistic talents with real interest end pleasure. I knew 
fran that arment that such occupation was an integral part 
of treatment end lll.lSt be provided. 
A few ~ later I 100\led on to a job at Hol.lo..ay 
Sanatori\Jil, Virginia Water, .tlere there was a tradition of 
mmy fot'IIE of occu!>'tion that had been hended on fran its 
early days . The ganes, entertainments, canpetitlons end the 
amual sports end craft exhibitions acted as stlJrull to mmy 
!>'tients during the -*'ole year . Am:lng toose "*'a '"'re ,...u 
enough to organise their """ ~rk end embroidery, 
there was excellent occupation encourage:! by the nurses, but 
it was all voluntary and no """k was regularly prescribed by 
the I!Edical officers. 
My first real introductioo to OXupational Therapy 
canE fron a descriptioo by Or. llavid !lender son (now Sir 
Dav1d Henderson) of the snail department 1-e had openal at 
Gart Naval fuspical, Glasgow, "*>ich I was able later to 
visit. 
The first large departlllent I 5&1 was 1n America at 
Bloan1ngdale fuspical, New York, "*>ich I visited oo a 
lr:Jliday atout 1926. It had a beautiful Craft lbuse, built 
1n lr:Jspical groums, with large roans for prin~, lxx>k-
binding, mecal _,.,rk, weaving, pottery and a variety of other 
foiliB of employment. There was a large g}<IIMSiun nearby 
with a team of ganes instructors . The patients left tl-eir 
wards at stated times for 'work' • A few days later I 
visited the Bostoo School of Occupational Therapy, and the 
idea o' an English School was ilq>lanted oo my miOO. 
I searched out all of tl-e 5aiiE type of work 1n 
Ereland that I could find. The patients 1n Or . Jane 
Walker' s Sanatorlun at Nay land were making jewellery and 
were doing ott-er crafts and sl-e would have started a school 
herself 1f funds had been available . Dr. Helen Boyle' s 
patients at tl-e lady Olichester fuspical, Brlghtoo, ""re 
weaving. Each patient at Or. Cri eh too Miller ' s fume at 
llarroW' had an individual time-table for tl-e wb:>le day. It 
was long after this that I realised tl-e splerdid work that 
Sir Robert Jones had done 1n his big workslr:Jps at Sl-epl-erd' s 
&lsh during the 1914- 1918 war . 
OXupational Therapy began to be organised at 
Virginia Water 5000 after my lr:Jliday 1n America. Miss K. 
Phillips lob:> had retired fron the post of Qlief Inspector of 
L.C.C. Infant Schools came first, to lr:Jld regular classes 1n 
embroidery. There were no trained OXupational Therapists 
available, but Miss Alien, lob:> had worked with mental defec-
tive patients, started full- time work with a few looos , and 
very 5000 needed mre 1-elp, so Miss Tebbitt was added to her 
I 
1 1 
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staff for a few 111)[1t hs. Miss Tebbitt obtained a scrolarship 
at tre Philadelphia Sc!Dol of <kcupatiooal Therapy, ani elm! 
back to O:>rset House in 1929 . 
In tre meantilre, I left Virginia Water to start a 
residential clinic at ll:>rset House on Clifton Down, Bristol, 
with the finn detennination to w:>rk out all tre ideas as to 
treall!Ent that had been gr~ in my m1rd . One of these 
was the full- tinE planned day for all patients, ani fran 
this grew the O:>rset House Scln:>l of <kcupatiooal Therapy. 
In my early lectures to stu:lents, I was specially interested 
in pointing out that all stinlili that reached the brain 
resulted in instinctive or voluntary action. This may occur 
imnediatel y, but if tlwlrted the llEiltal energy is stored 
ani tre urge to action becanes involved ani caobined in 
sentillEilts that later becane tre m>ti ves of organised 
activities. There were plenty of these m>tives stored up 
in me, ani it has taken all my activities sirce 1929 till 
row to express tren . 
The aim of O:>rset House was to fonn a cOOIIlJility 
where every iniividual was en::ouraged to feel that she had a 
real object; for a patient the object was to get well ani 
to go out to a w:>rtl-nlhile life; for a aenber of the staff 
it was to serve others with all the talents she possessed; 
for a stu:lent, to develop all her capacities for her life as 
an <kcupational Therapist ani to find tre individual job 
that only she cruld do. Such objects deman:l ideals before 
they can be developed ani many of us have found that just so 
far as we make the fulfilment of tre !J:lrd ' s Prayer our aim 
ani object, so do we find tre Kingdan of Q)d is come Btll)[1g 
us . 
Between 1929, tre year of tre opening of O:>rset 
House, ani 1941, when we were bombed out of Bristol, about 
800 patients had been resident at the clinic. This booklet 
will tell you some of tre ""'rk that the house was enabled to 
do . 
When, owing to war conditions, O:>rset lbuse in 
Clifton closed, the nursing home IIDVed to Clevedon and I 
IIDVed with it and carried on here. The Bnergen:y ~cal 
3 
Services had~ to use ~ Allen:lale Curative Worksoop 
for ~ treatment of war casualties. but wren Bristol had to 
be treate:l as a danger area all the service patients ...re 
sent el.sel.rere. 
After a very arodous period of uncertainty as to 
its future, ~ Ministty of Health borrowed the School for 
~ war period, and it was invited to llamsley Hall, 
Bral5grove. 
Miss Macdonald, "*"> had been one of the School ' s 
most talented stulents, was appointed Principal in 1938 and 
had already slnwn her genius for administration. With ~ 
help of her staff, Miss M3ccaul, Miss Harris and Miss 
Oldnall, and its few stulents, all full of J>.lilXlse, loyalty 
and enterprise, sr.a was able to guide the School t~h its 
many vicissitudes, fran Bristol to Brcm;grove, frcm 
Brcmsgrove to Oxford. Its debt and gratitude to Dr. Ardrew 
Shepherd, Medical Superinten:lent of llamsley Hall, 
Bral5grove. will always renain. His oospitality and wise 
gui.<!<w:e provided to the School a security that contribute:! 
in great part to its growth frcm ~ ten Bristol stu:lents to 
lohlch it had dwirdlal to the luJn:ired "*"> regretfully left 
him for Oxford in 1946. 
In its darl<est lnur the School was given a grant 
of £fiX) frcm ~ !J:lrd Mayor of !J:lr>ion' s Air Raid Fur>:!, lohlch 
helped it in re-establishing itself in Oxford when the war 
was over. 
'D'ere have been many others '*">se help has been 
and still is invaluable, especlilly Sir Geoffrey Peto, "*"> 
watched over the School wren ~ war nearly wrecked its 10>rk 
and "*"> becanE Cha1.rman of ~ Governors of the School and 
of ~ Trust that had been fornal to oold Harberton 1-k>use 
for it. 
St. Margaret's 
walton, 
Clevedon, San . 
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ELIZAB<:rn Ci\SSOO 
Medical Oirector, 
furset lbuse School of 
O:Cupational 'D'erapy . 
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PROFilE 
ELIZAil1:lH CASSrn, M.D. , D .P .M. 
m. ELIZAIEIR CASS:N has always shown a terrlency 
to surprise her frienls by cheerfully undertaking seeningly 
~ssible tasks against apparently oopeless odds 0 n-ose 
..00 knew her wben she was at .urk under Miss Octavia Hill 1n 
Estate Managsnent, managing rouse property 1n Soutlwark, 
were quite sure that she had found her metier and that she 
and Miss Joan Sutherlani and some of Miss Hill's other 
stal...rt helpers were lnseparables and fixed for life. But 
not so: what Elizabeth Casson had learnt 1n South l£n!on 
was that it was the I.oo:loners themoelves as well as their 
ten21IEilts that needed 'first aid', and she surprised her 
frierds at the age of thirty by wrklng for her matricu-
lation and tren becan1ng a qualified practitioner 1n medi-
cine and surgery, ultimately achieving the distinction of 
being the first wanan to gain the degree of I>xtor of 
Medicine of the University of Bristol. 
Her first appolntnelt 1n medicine was at the West 
llerts fuspital at Hemel Hanpstead during the first war - a 
IOOSt valuable experience gained under what one may call con-
ditions of high pressure and tension. Thereafter, too~ 
she had st.lwn that she had the 'hands' and the aptitu:le of a 
surgeon, she surprised everyone again by electing to 
specialise in the treatnelt of nervous and mental disorders 
and joinilll Or. M:x>re' s resident staff at the Royal 
fulloway Sanatori\Jil, Virginia Water. It was there that she 
not only proceeded to her doctorate but also gained the llllCh 
coveted distinction of election to the caopany of Gaskell 
prize-winners. 
Her attachment to Bristol, where she had gradu-
ated, and to Clifton Hill fuuse, where she had resided under 
Miss Stavely, led her in due course to set up her own estab-
lishment at torset fuuse on the Clifton O:Mns, where, with 
other forms of medical treallnent, she organised and 
developed a school of occupational therapy. That she 
succeeded at Cillton as she had succeeded at Virginia water, 
at Hsnel Hempstead and urder Miss Octavia Hill, we all of us 
knc>J. The subsequent history of her sctvol, and her loog 
tenure of the office of llomrary Consultant at the Bristol 
General lbspital speak for tleo3elves. 
Or . Casson c:ai~>S of an interesting family. Her 
father, nmas Casson, is the subject of a leading article 
in a recent nunber of The Organ (October 1948), written in 
appreciation of his outstanding influence on I!Ddem develop-
ments in organ-building. Her brother, Sir l.ewis Casson, the 
actor, is, of course, well~. nere was a Casson great-
grardoother in Napleonic times wro organised COIJIJJility meals 
and slate-quarrying for the villagers of Festiniog when the 
industry was at a standstill during the blockade, and 
further l:ack still was amther ancestor after Ir. Casson' s 
own heart - 'lobroerful w.lker' - of Seatlwrlte-in-ll\xlden, 
wro was curate there, in the eighteenth century, for seventy 
years. He kept sctvol in his church on week-days, and spm 
at his ~1 and taught all his own family to weave . 
This passing reference to Or. Gasson' s kith and 
kin and the stock fron ltdch she c:ai~>S llllSt needs be brief, 
t:hmtlh it is important because she herself is both proo:l of 
it and interested in it. A characteristic trait that ll>JSt 
at sone time have impressed her frieros and acquaintances is 
her capacity for exteMing and keeping intact her circle of 
associates. She has oot forgotten and does not forget any. 
Such in brief are sane impressions of an onlooker 
..m, during forty-five years, has ~.atched the inspired 
grwth of Or. Casson' s ""rk. 
A.W.R. 
BRlSl'OL AND JlR(M3GIDJE 
n-e history of Dorset lbuse as a Scrool of 
Occupational 'n-erapy is in its early days insepuable fran 
the history of Dorset lbuse as a Nursing lbne for the treat-
ment of p1tients suffering fran neurotic and p1ych:>tic 
disorders. In the s\JIIlEr of 1929 Or. Casson appointed Miss 
Constance Tebbitt, then training in Phlladelphia, as 
Princlpll of the School. Miss Tebbitt ""'rl<ed strenuously in 
the United States to !'Pther mterial for use in training, 
returning to ~ for Otrisonas 1929. n-e Scrool 
actually opened within the Nursing lbne on New Year's !By, 
1930, with Or . Casson as Modical Director. 
In the first three years Dorset lbuse was not only 
a Nursing !lane and Training School for Occupational 
'n-erapists, it was an enterprise, and an experiment and a 
thrilling adventure for those mst closely concerned with 
it . To be plrt of it , whether as Modical Director, Nurse, 
Kitchen Maid, Secretary, Stulent or Princlpll, meant being 
p1rt of a vital and living wtvle, and~ that one had a 
contribution to make to the well-being of that wtvle. 
Behfnj it all was the dynamic quality in the ""'rk whlch Or . 
Casson inspired and of whlch she was the centre. 
fur1ng these first three years the bulk of clini-
cal experience was psych:>logical, the reason for this being 
~:><:>-fold. n-e dernarrl for trained O::cup1tional Therapists 
was for trose equipped for 1-eltal lbspital ...,rk, and at the 
same t.1ne it was far easier to provide facilities for this 
type of experience. n-e physical aspects of Occup1tional 
Therapy were never lost sight of, and during 1939 an embryo-
nic Occupational Therapy departii£nt to deoonstrate the use 
of this treatment for physical cases was opened at the 
Bristol General lbspital, though the ~ was confined to 
ward ""'rk and the p1tients treated were mstly heart cases. 
M:>st of the stulents' clinical practice was obtained with 
Or. Casson' s own patients and at this t.1ne the occupational 
treaOnent and training departii£nts of Dorset lbuse and the 
School were intimately relatal to one another . TI-e 
stlxient' s experience of Occupetiooal "n-erapy ioc.lu:lal such 
varial activities as netball, comtry dancing, theatre and 
bridge parties, gartlen1rg and picnics, in addition to 
crafts. 
n-e School's pmnises were always expsnling, fron 
part of one roan to t><> and fran t><> to half a lnlse . All 
early furset 1t>use Occupetional TI-erapy staff and stu:lents 
will have vivid 1D31l0ries associatal with their first resi-
dential quarters, 'TI-e Garage', with its pdroitive approach 
and early English facilities for ablution! 
In the begirming Dr . Casson gave the lectures on 
Anatany, Physiology and medical subjects herself, while Miss 
Tebbitt ta~ht the occupetions and TI-eory of Occupetiooal 
TI-erapy, ran the Q.T . department, and supervised the 
stu:lents' wrk! 
In addition to the ..,rk mdertaken at the Bristol 
General lbspital scm> stu:lents helpal with the running of 
EXtension Qrl.de Ccmpanies at Frenchay Sanatoriun and at 
Winford Orthopaedic lbspital, thus gaining further 
experience in handling physical cases, and in particular 
occupying children with activities other than crafts . 
By this tiDE Miss Goscanbe had becane Senior 
Assistant to Miss Tebbitt, Miss Becky lAmnis had care fron 
AaErica to join the Staff of the D>partment and Miss Albons 
fran Sweden. Miss Vera Barber had also jolnal the 
Occupational Therapy staff and becare its expert in all 
forms of neallecraft and dress-11Bking, and later in weaving 
and spirming. 
In 1933 Dr. Casson, Miss Tebbitt and tiEIIlbers of 
the Occupetional TI-erapy staff and stu:lents were lnvital to 
join the visit of the Royal t-B:Iico-Psycmlogical Society to 
Santpoorte, near Haarlem, !blland. This visit really marks 
the erd of the first phase in the developnent of furset 
1t>use School of Occupetiooal TI-erapy. In April 1933, Miss 
Tebbitt ceased to be Principal of the School and UjXXl her 
s .. 
'\, 
The Alle11dale Workshop, Bristol. 
Treatmelll of a haud i11jury at Alle,dale. 
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appointment as Occupltional Therapist to the Coonty Mental 
lbspital, O>ester, became instead Director of Mental 
Jklspital Practice. At Olester Dr. llamilton Grills gave 
continoous support am encouragement to tl-.. deplrt:ment am 
1-..lp am st:!Jwlatlon to the staff and students. Students 
were fOo1 able to gain rospital practice in a wider field. 
Miss Tebbit soon needed a trained Occupltional Therapist's 
assistance, in addition to llSIIbers of t!-.. rrursing staff wro 
were 1-..lping the department, aM aootl-..r J):)rset lbuse 
graduate, Mrs. N.I.R. Clarke, was appointed to t!-.. staff at 
O>ester. Mrs. Clarke was tlrus able to preserve the con-
tinuity of rospital practice for J):)rset lbuse students """'n 
Miss Tebbitt left in N:Jvember 1934, upon 1-..r marriage. Miss 
Constance Tebbitt became Mrs. Glyn o..ms, am is fOo1 
Prlncipll of tl-.. llverpool Scrool of <kcupational Tt...rapy. 
*********** 
After Miss Tebbitt's appointment to O>ester, Miss 
Goscanbe took charge of tl-.. Scrool am, assisted by Miss 
Becky Wimis, ran the 0ccupltional Therapy Departments in 
J):)rset lbuse am the rospitals. Miss Wimis had later to 
return to ftnerica am this was tre occasion for tre prodoc-
tlon of a pantoorlme written by sane patients as a tribute to 
1-..r. Miss Goscanbe am Miss Tebbitt had a genius for devi-
sing 'canbined operations' for staff, patients am stu:lents, 
am this was one of several original plays which were 
characteristic of J):)rset lkluse at that time, am to which 
the pltlents contributed as nu:h as tre staff am students. 
In tre April of 1934 Miss Goscanbe married Mr. 
();en Reed, Dr. Casson's nephew, am a new Prlncipll had to 
be so~ht. 
The School of <kcupatlonal Therapy at Philadelphia 
at which Miss Tebbitt had trained, am had later sent us 
Hiss !J.mul.s, now furtrer strengthened tre bond with J):)rset 
lkluse by sending Miss Martha Jackson, to be f2ad of tre 
J):)rset Jkluse Q:cupational Therapy Department am School, aM 
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Miss o.hl. to assist her. They foum great building actiY"" 
ities in progress, for Mr. ~h Casson had re-desgined the 
students ' livill\ quarters an1 his cousin, Mr. Peter Man, an1 
a friero were cart"}'1r€ out his pllms. 
The Tlll!lber of students was increasing an1 in spite 
of too ext:eroed buildings, it was clear that the Scrool was 
still out-gr~ its accamxxlatioo . In the September of 
1934 tl-ere ...,. an intake of eight new stulents, anvng them 
Miss Mary Macdonald, '*'> had foll"'-"<1 the develop:nent of 
Occupational Therapy with interest for a mmber of years an1 
'*'> had covered ruch of the syllabus before sl-e canE. 
The SU!II>'r of 1935 bro~ht further develo!"E'lt. 
The formatioo of an Associatioo of 0ccu!l'ltional Therapists 
...,. liilOted (as it had been by ott-ers before) an1 Miss 
Macdooald an:! Miss Plater called a meeting of cheir student 
group to discuss too matter . The students agreed to write 
to all too qualified Occupational Therapists for tl-eir can-
11£1lts an:! support. Or. Casson offered lnspitality, an:! a 
first meeting was l-eld at l))rset House, a secood being 
~ed in Uverpool. Mrs. o...ns bec;:m, too first chairman 
of the group an1 Miss Macdonald too first secretary. Pllms 
were made for too clrcularisatioo of Occupational Therapists 
of other oospitals an:! trainings, an:! for an inaugural meet-
ing to be l-eld in too spring of 1936. In this way l))rset 
!louse had too privilege of making an initial contributioo 
taotards too beginning of too Association. 
No account of the l))rset !louse Sclx>ol could be 
canplete witoout reference t o Miss Joy Blew Jores, '*'> took 
too Margaret 1-k:>rris exercises. She also introduced Pottery 
t o too Sclx>ol, and Mr. lblland of too Clevedoo Pottery was 
I!I)St generous in his l-elp. Miss Bennett , one of too first 
stulents, had becare a member of staff, and with her anima-
tioo an1 keenness, helped to keep the traditioo of l))rset 
!louse going, while Miss Jackson and Miss o.hl. settled in an:! 
took their bearings . Miss ~lartha Jackson ...,. with the 
Sclx>ol for four years, but Miss o.hl. had to return to 
America soorer. They ...,re both tnSparing of then5elves . 
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Dorset H>use is IWCh inlebted to tlen for so courageously 
caning to take over the gro.dng school, and particular grat-
itude is due to Miss Jackson for staying mtil Miss 
M3cdona1d returned fron !tnerica in 1938 to be her successor. 
The intensive study of Occlljlltional '0-erapy in the 
United States and Ganada, "*rlch Miss l-Bcdonald had carried 
out after being a....rded grants fran the Pilgrim and York 
Trusts, sro.ed her how the profession """ developing in the 
biO countries. In her travels she visited all training 
schools and a nunber of occupational therapy deparonents in 
a great variety of oospitals and rehabilitation centres. 
Fron this tour she returned greatly helped and inspired and 
ready to tackle the future develo{JIIent that Or. Casson had 
planned for the ScOOol and treatment 10Jrk at Bristol. 
************ 
Miss Jackson had to leave for lmerica in Aug\Et 
1938, ten days before four of her students entered (success-
fully) for the first exanination set by the Association of 
Occupational Therapists. Of this group, tiOJ graduates went 
to New Zealand and one to South Africa, where they have con-
tributed a great deal to the training of students in these 
countries . 
By the time Miss Macdonald took over her duties, 
these included the supervision of patients' occupational 
trealm!nt in Dorset House itself and in several surrolilding 
oospitals, and the care of the gr<Ming ScOOol, with its 
eighteen students . To this """ added the planning and 
opening of the Allerdale Curative lbrksoop for out-patients 
suffering fran varying fot1ll'! of physical disease or 
disability. 
There """ a big team of entrusiastic Occupational 
Therapists ready to help . These included Miss Kathleen 
Barber, who 10Jrked at Allendale, Miss Turner and Miss 
MacArthur, IOJrking partly in Dorset lbuse and partly in the 
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Bristol oospitals, and Miss Richardsoo, 1>10rking at ihlnt 
Green SanatoriliD and in ili! Sclv:x>l. Mrs. o.en Reed, during 
a long visit to Bristol, was also able to give S<JlE l!llCh 
appreciated help. 
n-e first forty cases at the Allerdale Curative 
\obrksoop were given free treatment and records were kept of 
their progress. Dr. Weissenbert , a physital nediclre expert 
fmn Vierma, who was also an occupational ili!rapy stulent, 
analysed occupations and ili!ir therapeutic application, and 
daronstrated to the stulents. 
A paper was published by Dr. Casson in the lancet 
(1st ~ember 1941, p 516) givfr€ an account of ili! 
experiment • 
Then cane ili! war . Until France fell, Bristol was 
little affected. Dr . Casson felt, lrlwever, that as ili! 
1914-18 war had precipitated the establislm:!nt of Occupa-
tional '!l-erapy in Canada and !inerica, so, in this war, the 
importance of Occupational '!l-erapy might becane better 
recognised here . Representatives of ili! Services and of ili! 
Ministry of Health paid several visits to furset lbuse and 
ili! Allerdale Curative \obrksoop. All sl-owed great interest, 
particularly in ili! ~k. gardening and heavy basketry. 
Dr . Casson was suddenly asked if the furset House 
Sci-Dol """-1ld train large nuobers of Occupational '!l-erapists 
for hospitals all over the country and S<JlE for abroad . 
Then France fell . Blitzes can» and for a t:i.Ire 
Occupational '!l-erapy 1a1t literally into ili! cellars. 
Finally Bristol became an impossible place in which to run a 
nursing home or train stulents. Patients were dispersed - a 
few being taken to Clevedon with Dr. Casson . '!l-e Sclv:x>l 
which dwindled to ten gallant and tenacious stulents 
s~ed on for S<JlE weeks . Ultlmately the st\XIents had to 
be sent home and ta~ht by corresporrlence, while rew 
preul.ses were ~ht. Finances were at their lowest ebb -
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(everything had always gone into the expansion of the work) 
- ani the School was on t he verge of closing. A temporary 
loan fr(]ll a legacy, then a generous gift froo rhe lDrd 
Mayor ' s Air Raid Distress Fund, coupled with rhe offer of 
prenises by rhe Ministry of Health - sail<!<! rhe School. 
After many disappointments, Dr. Shepherd of 
Barnsley Hall lbspital, Br<mlgrove, lo«>rcestershire , caJIE to 
the rescue by a wann-hearted invitation to accept hospital-
ity in his hospital which had been created as part of the 
war-time rlnergercy l'Wical Service. His Ccmnittee ani rhe 
Ministry of Healt h warmly supported his generous offer . 
Miss Macdonald, with Miss Maccaul, Miss Harrts ani Miss 
Oldnall (Dr . Casson' s Secretary ;oho caJ1E to help with rhe 
re-establislment) ani the ten stulents, ...ere soon settled at 
Broosgrove. The School cannot be grateful ~h for the 
unfailing kindness ani help rece1 ved fran everybody there 
during rhe f1 ve years' stay . 
An excellent curative workshop was set up, as JErt 
of rhe ..Ut, under rhe direction of Miss G. MacCaul, ani 
becaaE a very great inspiration in the rapid develop!Eilt ani 
spread of Occupational Therapy in E.M.S. hospitals all over 
rhe country. 
Owing to war corrlitions J))rset lbuse was for a 
time rhe only surviving School. It had a patients ' treat:-
n»nt departnent attached, where thro~h carefully prescribed 
ani closely supervised occupations, improvenent in patients' 
conditions was giving denonstrable eviderce of rhe value of 
Occupational Therapy. To the hospital ard School came able 
ani critical visitors frcxn all parts of the world. This 
made all those connected with the experin»nt very l1lJCh aware 
of, and sonewhat fearful for, their responsibilities. They 
knew that rhe reports of these visitors would have a very 
real influence on fnl>ortant decisions taken in relation to 
the future of Occupational Therapy . 
After 111.1Ch regotiation ani at the request of the 
Ministry of Health, the School agreed to organise war-time 
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training courses to ensure a rapid an:! reasonably adequate 
supply of ""'rl<ers for other rospitals. The cardidates ""re 
selected an:! given courses in line with their previous 
qualifications - Nurses, Physiotherapists, an:! Craft 
Teacrers ""'re ~ the trainees for the I!Dre responsible 
grades. Cardidates witiDut previous qualifications ""-<e 
given a brief training to enable then to act as Au>dliaries 
to the better qualified ""'rl<ers. Students entered every 
quarter for a six I!Dnths' course; the Association ran exam-
inations four t:!mes a year, an:! a regular fl<M of ""'rkers 
IIDVed out ioto the oospitals. These courses which started 
in 1941 ~ subsidised by the Ministry of Health. The 
first fioareial allocation for the experim!nt was snail, but 
by 1943 the value of the wrk had been so ~1 proved that 
it encouraged the Q>vertm!llt to arrange a subsidy five t:!mes 
as large. This is a very real tribute to the lard wrk, io 
difficult corditions, with serious frustations, an:l with the 
all too brief traioiogs, of the war-time cardidates. 
Altogether over 200 Ministry of Health cardidates 
""'re traioed, 75--80 of then having since returned to 
canplete their diplanas. Mearn.hlle, the full two-aM--a-half 
year course (as it """' then) """' a1la.led to continue an:l 
there is no doubt that this acted as a binding threa:l of 
stability through the backgrourd of the very hectic soorter 
traioiogs. By 1945 the lists also srowed that, since its 
begionif€ io 1930, the Sch:>ol had traioed over 200 long--term 
cardidates. 
Mrs. l<l.elm>l had joioed the Sch:>ol as Staff I!EIIIber 
an:! Miss o...n an:! Miss Kids ton had joioed as student staff. 
While fo~ the course, they used their previous grad-
uate qualifications io givif€ lectures to their fellow-
students; after quali.fyl.f€, they both contioued to make a 
contribution to.mds the training of students. All the 
courses ""'re carried out at a high pressure, students an:! 
staff wrkif€ g;allant1y and until late h:>urs. Sane share 
..... taken io oospital activities. and the Orristmas parties 
io true Dorset lbuse tradition ""'re ltllCh enjoyed breaks in 
the busy routine. 
14 . 
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The school at Bromsgrove -the weavers and the spinsters ;, the s1m! 
Miss MacCaul treating a11 air raid casualty . 
14 c. .I,.Lil 
H.R.H. Princess Mar; , The Pri11cess Royal a11d Dr. Sl~epherd 011 the 
occasion of her visit to Bamsley Hall , Bromsgrove. 
Dr. Casson paid the Sc.rool frequent visits ard, 
with the recovery of the f:l.naoces of her rrursing l"o!Es ard 
the derequisitioning of the enpty premises (the original 
furset House) in Brisol, she continued her generosity ard 
encouragE'III!Ilt to experiment and expmsion. 
One of the highlights of the Brcmsgrove days was 
the visit of the Prioc.ess Royal - which was a sequel to the 
Royal invitation Or. Casson had received to tell Q.Jeen M3ry 
about the O:cupational Therapy work ard to take tea with her 
at Ba<hdnton. Q.Jeen M3ry has since graciously accepted an 
albun of photographs of the Sc.rool and its worksrops. Both 
Q.Jeen M3ry ard the Prioc.ess Royal stoa.ed keen interest in -
ard a won1erful U!'derstanding of - the work of O:cupational 
Therapy. 
The war ended and b~ht in its train the errl of 
an era in the Sc.rool' s history. There was ro possiblity 
that the Sc.rool might stay at Bronsgrove because the E.M.S. 
lbspital was due to be closed. It would have been desirable 
to return to Bristol but the very fact of the Sc.rool' s 
success, as witnessed by its gr<Nth in nunbers, meant that 
it could rot fit into its old quarters and with regret, this 
rope had to be abar>:loned. A further reason against return-
ing to Bristol was that it had becane apparent that a rore 
central position in the country was desirable. 
However, the implied need to nvve to a new loca-
tion carried with it the fact of a permanent separation of 
the Sc.rool fran Dr. Casson's rrursing l"o!Es; hitherto, the 
close contact bet>~een the Sc.rool and the patients had been 
an integral part of the training and the loss of this was 
perhaps the saddest part of the need for change. 
In the event, the Sc.rool IOOVed to Oxford, a major 
step which it will be appropriate to describe in Part II. 
************ 
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PARr li (1946 - 1964) 
The foregoing was written over thirty years ago . 
It describes the early pioneering stages, and the laying of 
the finn fourdations on ..nich the Scrool has since devel-
oped, and traces the history of the School up to the end of 
the war. 
The search for a """' lnne for the Scrool 
~~.but eventually spacious !rutted premises 
were foun:l in the grounds of the Olurchill lklspital, Oxford, 
and thanks to Miss Mardonald' s personal efforts, the School 
was able to negotiate the tenancy. 
The !IDve to Oxford brrught significant and con-
tiruing benefits to the Scrool. As ...U as fulfilling the 
requirenent of a !IDre oentral position in the country, 
Oxford offered excellent facilities for training. There 
were several hospitals in the reighhourrood and their autlv-
rlties and the University were generous with help in arrang-
ing lectures, clinics and hospital practice, help ..nich had 
been of very great value and ID.lch appreciated. In addition, 
students could have special access to libraries, Museuns, 
etc. 
As ...U as teaching premises , the School also 
needed acccmoodation for its students . It is never easy to 
fin:! good lodgings in Oxford .t>ere so many students are 
cr.mpeting for them, and the Scrool was fortunate in being 
able to acquire llarberton lbuse in Jf.adirgton. This build-
ing with its gardens, orchard and tennis courts became a 
very pleasant hostel for )'0\Ilger students and this was an 
attraction at least to parents, amdous regarding their 
daughters' >elf~, even if rot necessarily to the girls 
tle!Belves. It loUUl.d have been al!IDst impossible for the 
Scrool to function without this asset ..nich, as a bonus, 
also provided roans that could be used for day-t:!me meetings 
and the occasional conference during vacations . Miss 
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Christer "*"' ..,. Warden fran 1948 until her death in 1973, 
is remembered by her staff as a loyal and staunch friend and 
by hunlreds of ex-stu:lents as a source of help and support 
in times of difficulty. 
At the beginning of this new stage of ll:lrset House 
history, Miss Macdonald had been Pr1ncipal since 1938 and 
had steered the School thro~ the difficult war years . Her 
Vice-Pr1ncipal at that tinE ..,. Miss Margaret Kidston lh> 
was succeeded in 1952 by Miss Elizal:eth Osbom. Mrs. 
Kue!mEl. ..,. head of the Craft Staff, a position she held 
until her retirement in 1%2 . 
Ufe ..,. far frau easy for both stu:lents and staff 
in the early days of the School's transition, and in fact 
the tOOVe into the hutted accoom:xlation at the Chm:hill 
Hospital in the autuln of 1946 called on the one hand for 
nu:h detailed organisation and on the other for sheer hard 
work. 
Miss Macdonald ..,. never happier than '*>en plan-
ning, and one can !roag:lne the copious lists, plentifully 
l:esprinkled with coloured asterisks and underlining, which 
dealt not ooly with the reuoval of furniture and equlpnent 
rut also and more importantly with the continuing needs of 
the stu:lents at different stages of their tralning. Sane 
were catered for in clinical situations in hospitals and 
others by correspondence during a prolonged sunner vacation, 
while the entry of new stu:lents ..,. delayed to all<M time 
for the hostel to l:e prepared. 
As for the hard work, it ..,. done by the School's 
staff . The war having so recently ended, there """'• of 
course, no labour available to carry out the necessary 
refurbishing, and cleaning materials and paint were rationed 
for a considerable time. The huts, which had been used to 
house Italian prisoners of war, had to l:e cleaned and the 
grass l:etween then cut. Mrs . Kue!mEJ., for example, recol-
lects that she spent nDSt of the first two weeks in Oxford 
on her hands and knees scrubbirg out the huts, and removing 
pin-ups and graffiti left l:ehind by the previous occu!JIDts. 
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These early days """" rerdered even I!Dre diffi cult 
by tte w.atter. The winter of 1946/47 was ore of tte cold-
est on record. The snow started early in January and did 
rot clear until tte erv:l of March . Petrol was rationed and 
few people had csrs. Public transport was li.m1ted . In 
spite of tte snow 10hich packed down hard on tte side-roads 
and l:ecame polished like an ice-rink, bicycles """" ou:h in 
evidence. Otherwise, ore walked and this had to be taken 
into consideration when pl.aming time-tables 10hlch involved 
visits to hospitals and libraries. 
The School consisted of eighteen Nissen huts, each 
having a floor area of saiE eighteen feet by forty feet, and 
six brick-built luts of about tte saiiE size. The Nissen 
huts had lcM curved roofs 10hich li.m1ted tte wall-hei8ht 
available for cupboards or mtice-boards and visual 
material. The windows ""'re in I!Dst cases situated at eitter 
erv:l, ti1Js making strip-lighting essential. The huts' great-
est assets, in tte view of tte sttxlents, ""'re tte coke-
burning stoves. These gave out a proctigious heat, wonderful 
for defrostir€ nunbed bodies and providing a focal point 
aroum 10hich to group for discussions. Sane of them had tte 
additional advantage of a skirt-like rail on 10hich cans of 
soup or meat pies could be balanced. Al~h this practice 
was forbidden, as a canteen was provided, an appetisir€ 
!IDel.l often wafted fron lecture and craft roans and was not, 
ore suspects, too closely investigated by tte staff! The 
stoking of ttese stoves was an essential elem!nt in tte 
SIDOth ~ of tte School, and thro~h tte years a 
sequence of interesting, kindly and often entertaining 
characters carried out this job. In recessitated a 7 a.m . 
start and ore of tte IIDSt conscientious stokers through 
rain, snow and shine was an eight:y'-;'ear-<>ld who cane, to 
qu::>te his <7om wnls, ••to telp you out ma'am" for tw weeks 
and stayed for tw years . 
Although conditions ""'re primitive ccmpared with 
those expected of an educational establislne"lt of today, tte 
quality of tte teachir€ offered was higll, a fact 10hich was 
appreciated by tte !1lJIIbers of applicants for places, only a 
proportion of ..tan could be accoom:x!ated . 
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Tire school o" tire Churd•i/1 site at Oxford. 
- a"d ;,. the wi111er oj1962-3! 
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lbJ that it """ safely settled In its new 
quarters, the time had cane for the stabilisation of the 
Scl-ool to give it a permanent identity; am In 1948 a ron-
profit naldng limited c.ompeny """ formed to take it over. 
Or. Casson ramlned the· ~cal Director am Vic:e-<llaiinan 
am Sir Geoffrey Peto """ the Olairman of the Govermrs . 
The other Goverrors appointed at this time were Or . H. 
Balma, Mr. ~h Casson, Or. F .S. Cooksey, Or. John Johnson, 
Sir Percy Marsh, Mrs. ~ent Ymng am Or. A. Shepherd. 
In 1949 the United Oxford Hospitals were invited 
to naninate two Goverrors to represent the mspi tals am the 
Ministry of Health. This invitation was accepted am Or . 
R.G. !t:Inness am Mr . J .C. Scott were appointed . 
This new develoJID!!Ilt In the Scl-ool ' s history is 
best described In IX. Casson' s own words, In a letter to the 
students, written after the first .-ting of the Company:-
29th Sept.enber 1948 
''My dear Students, 
I am writing to explain to you that, In order to 
strengthen the future stability of the Sch:>ol, a 
ron-profit naldng Canpany has been formed, to which I 
have harded over llrj responsibilities of owrership . The 
M:!nbers of the Advisory Ccmnittee have becane Governors 
of the [):)rset l:buse Scl-oo1 of O:cupational Therapy 
Ltd., with Sir Geoffrey Peto as Chairman am llrjSelf as 
Vice-01airman. I shall also still l'E!ISin as M-!dical 
Director. 
"The Scl-ool has never been run for profit am all 
belonging to it have sh:>wn that they are working as one 
body . lbJ that it is a Canpany I mpe that each student 
will realise even lll)re than before her responsibility 
to the Sch:>ol. I know that the spirit of service will 
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continue ard grow so that we can be of real use to the 
patients for ..ton we exist. 
Yours siocerely, 
(Signed) E. CASSJN". 
So, on July 1, 1948, the lbrset House School of 
<kcupational Therapy started on amther phase of its his-
tory, with 180 students on the roll. 
Finally, in 1949, Dr. Casson created a Trust, the 
purpose of which is to continue her work in spreading ard 
integrating Occupational Therapy. While the School remained 
in its present form, it was to be the pdJm.ry beneficiary. 
Harberton lbuse was given to the Trust, and the School con-
tinued to rent it on the former terms. Or. Casson appointed 
four Trustees - Mrs. Nugent Young, Sir Geoffrey Peto, Mr. 
Hugh Cas son ard Miss l'hcdonald. They were charged with the 
continuation of her work in the interests of the School ard 
of <kcupational Therapy. 
A very great debt of gratitude is due to Or. 
Casson for the contribution she made to O::Cupational Therapy 
- ard for the establisrn..nt of this Trust. It may be of 
interest to sane to krow that the Trust was so formed as to 
be open to receive contributions ard legacies fran any 
others who might wish to contribute as well. 
At the time the Diplana of the Association of 
<kcupational Therapists, for which students were prepared, 
was a dual one allowing for qualification in either physical 
or psychiatric aspects of occupational therapy or in both if 
one so wished. A single qualification was covered in two 
ard a half years, with an extra six toonths to canplete the 
two. Ihis was the equivalent of the three year overall 
course which was introducro in 1954, ard the majority of 
stulents elected to cover both aspects as so t1llCh of the 
basic work was canoon to both. 
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However, during the first few years in Oxford ti"e 
sttrlent body was a mixture in regard to age ard experience . 
Sane """" straight fran sclnol while oti"ers were consider-
ably older people wb:>se careers had been interrupted by 
service in the forces. Sane oti"er professionally trained 
people (e.g., nurses, physioti"erapists, etc.) were attracted 
to this rew profession of occupational ti"erapy ard oti"ers 
who had received sh:>rt courses of training at Dorset lb.Jse 
during ti"e war now wished to 'upgrade ' their qualification 
to Dipl.ana level. T!metabling llllSt have been a nightmare 
and it is to the credit of all concemed that fran the 
sttrlents ' point of view everything appeared to slot into 
place satisfactorily. The older sttrlents """" well mtiV'"" 
ated towards sttrly, but presented sane problems to staff 
used to the mre conformist behaviour of ti"e school-leavers 
of that generation. M>st of ti"ese wanen (there were no male 
students at that time) had i"eld positions of sane autl-ority 
before caning to Dorset lb.Jse and expected to be allowed to 
organise their time as ti"ey saw fit. The fact that ti"e 
najority not only stayed the course, but look l:eck with 
pleasure on their sttrlent experience, says IIJJCh for the 
dedication, flexibility ard good huoour of all concerned. 
Because occupational ti"erapy had proved its value 
during ti"e war ti"e denarrl for ti"erapists continued to 
increase. Girls were becaning aware of its career possibi-
lities ard many suitable candidates for training were caning 
forward . Although by 1950 there were seven occupational 
ti"erapy training courses in England and one in Scotland, 
denarrl for places was considerable . It was decided, ti"ere-
fore, in otder to make maxlm.m use of ti"e School, to organ-
ise tw:> courses per year, each of forty-five students, star-
ting in February and September respectively. This allowed 
for "boxing and coxing" as groops of students t1Dved between 
School and h:>spitals, alternating with oti"ers who were able 
to occupy the spaces vacated . This system operated until 
1969 when conditions rerdered it no longer~· 
In July 1951 Dorset lb.Jse came of age and cele-
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brated its twenty-first birthday by ool.ding an Open !By, not 
the easiest project to plan within ti-e llm1tations of the 
huts. This challenge was met by erecting a amquee between 
t:loiO ~ of huts for ti-e fonnal. 0~ ceremony am by a 
carefull y-pl.amed series of tours ~h ti-e huts to ensure 
a S1IJ)()th flw of visitors. (History does not relate wl-etl-er 
any in:lepen1ent souls attenpted to establish a 
'contraflw' ). AA interesting observation regarding the 
niceties of the period is that only ti-e PrinciJEl am Vice-
PrinciJEl were expected to wear hats, ott-er staff tDEI1lbers 
being considered too lowly to qualify for this! 
By happy coincideoce, Dr. Casson had been momled 
ti-e O.B.E. in the Birth:lay Honours Ust that year am in his 
welcaning speech, Sir Geoffrey Peto paid great tribute to 
1-er vision am effort in fourrling am establishing the 
School of which st-e was now the Vice-<llairt1Bn am l-Biical 
Director. St-e was then presented with a bouquet am a suit-
case, ti-e latter appropriately the produce of a ..,rksoop 
manred by the disabled. 
In 1953, with ti-e death of Dr. Balme, came ti-e 
first break in the orig!nal canpany of Governors • 
Only one year later, in December 1954, Dr . Casson 
died. aged 73. leaving grieving colleagues am friends but 
also a legacy of achievEm!llt which continued to inspire 
successive generations of staff am students. 
In July 1955 a Thanksgiving Service for ti-e life 
am ..,rk of Dr. Casson took place at ti-e Utiversity Church 
of St. Mary the Virgin in Oxford . It was conducted by the 
Vicar, Dr. R.S. Lee am the address was given by Canon L.W. 
Grensted. It was attended by Governors, staff am st\XIents 
am representatives of the Association of Occupational 
Therapists am ott-er professional bodies with wtan Dr. 
Casson had been associated, as well as by 1-er many relatives 
am friends . Mrs . Glyn ~. who as Miss Tebbitt had been 
the first Principal of lk>rset House, was also present . TI-e 
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At~dysit~g activities of daily liv it~g, 1vith the help of Miss Davidso t1 . 
A metalwork dass witll Mr . Nott superv isit~g . 
service was follaw<rl by the now annual (pen O.y which was 
the last urxler that name, as it was decided that in future 
years this should be kr1<ut as 'Fourxler ' s O.y' and should be 
preceded by a short service of re-11edicatlon at the local 
parish church, a practice which still continues. 
A tne~~Drial furxl was opened with the object of 
establishing what was then called a ' curative workshop' for 
the physically-hardicapped in Oxford, as this had been a 
project hoped for by Dr. Casson. Sadly, after many meetings 
and negotiations, the various plans for this were frustrated 
and the axmey collected was used to equip a teaching area 
for physi cal rehabilitation when the School llDVed to rew 
premises ""'"' years later . 
In 1971 the Cassoo Trust, at Miss Mlcdonald's s~ 
gestion, offered the Association of Q:cupetlonal Therapists 
a sun of IIDney to provide a lecture of high calibre each 
year at the Association' s Annual General ~ting, this to be 
kr1<ut as 'The Cassoo M31Drial Lecture' • This offer was 
gladly accepted and this continues to be a main feature of 
these meetings • 
In 1956, only two years after Or. Cassoo' s death 
the Ola1nnan of Goverrors, Sir Geoffrey Peto, also died and 
was succeeded in that position by Dr. Casson's nephew, now 
Sir Hugh Casson, ltn had joined the Board in 1948 and was 
happy to carry forward the family link. Or. Andrew 
Shepherd, r1edical Superintendent of Bamsley Hall, (the 
School' s war-tinE \>:me) was appointed ~ical Director in 
succession to Or . Casson, Or. Shepherd is ranembeted with 
llJ.ICh affection by those 1tn were students in the Bransgrove 
days as a kindly, jovial man and an excellent lecturer. He 
renained as r1edical Director until his death in 1%3 when he 
was succeeded by Or. E. F. M3son. 
In the meant:Uoo, changes were taking place in the 
curriculun of the training . It had been apparent fron the 
beginning of the decade that the division of the Diplcma 
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into (:hysical and psyt:hiatric speclalities """' far fran 
satisfactory, and that in any case !II)St of the stulents were 
canpleting the dual qualification. n-e ReJX>rt of the Cope 
Coornittee(1), of lolhich Miss M>cdonald"""' a nenber, endorsed 
this and the Association of Occupational Therapists there-
fore enbarl<ed on a revision of the syllabus lolhich resulted 
in a canbire:l qualification, and this """' duly launched in 
1954. It also entailed a re-organisation of the practical 
activities taught. In order to allow for the developnent of 
'daily living activities' , lolhich the emergence of the con-
cept of 'rehabilitation' """' bringing to the fore, tine 
spent on craft activities had to be curtailed. This caused 
sane heartbuming on the pnt of the craft staff wro took 
pride in the high stan:lard achieved by the stu:lents, but 
they readily appreciated the need for this new approach and 
during the caning years adapted their teaching to fit into 
the tine available and to the challenge this represented. 
For t><> years the old and new syllabuses overlapped and 
another marathon of tine tabling """' enbarked upon. 
Another highly important outcane of the Cope 
ReJX>rt was the setting up of the Council for the Professions 
Supplenentary to ~cine (C.P.S.M.)(2) lolhich came into 
being at the end of the fifties. This """', and stlll is, the 
State Registration and disciplinary body for certain profes-
sions of lolhich occupational therapy is one. Again, Miss 
M>cdonald """' 1!llch involved in its planning and became the 
first cha!Iman of the Occupational Therapy Board. 
Co-inciding with the launch of the new syllabus in 
1954 """' the atrival of Miss Betty Collins to take over as 
Vice-Principal fran Miss Osborn wro had occupied that JX>Si-
tion for the previous t><> years. Miss Collins had been a 
stulent at !))rset lbuse during the war on one of the 
Govemnent-sponsoted short courses. She subsequently 
'upgraded' her qualification to DiplCllla level, and practised 
in Ebgland, and Australia ~re she had been Leputy Director 
of the Melbourne School before caning back to join the 
!))rset lbuse staff. Her aPJX>int:ment """' initlally for t><> 
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years with the JX>Ssibility of e>ttending this if she was 
happy in the JX>Sition. The fact that she m:nained for 
twenty-three years, seventeen as Vice-Princ.ipli ard six as 
Priocipli, speaks for itself! 
In August 1954 a notable event took place in 
Edinb.Irgh. This was the first O:ltrd.l meeting of the lol>rld 
Federation of Oc.cupational Therapists (W.F.O.T . ) lohich had 
been formed r><> years previously, ard of which the United 
Kingdom was one of the ten Fourrler Manbers . Mrs . Glyn Oolms 
(by now the Priocipli of U.verpool School of Oc.cupational 
Therapy) was elected Secretary/Treasurer. Miss O:>llins 
atteroed this first meeting as an observer on behalf of 
Australia fran whence she had just returned . This was the 
start of her long association with W.F.O.T. which is recor--
ded later. 
The fouo:ling of W.F .O.T. was indicative of the 
way occupational therapy was spreading thro~rout the wr ld, 
ard furset lbuse was already playing a significant part in 
this . In 1946, at the request of the Greek Red Gross, a 
young loOIBil, Roula Gregoriades, was given a scholarship to 
stu:ly at Lbrset lbuse in order to set up ard run a rehabili-
tation service in that country. The help given her in get-
ting this established was recognised by the award to the 
School of The Golden Gross of the Greek Red Gross, which 
Miss Gregoriades later cane back to present. In the years 
that have follo.>ed stu:lents an:! staff have cane fran Africa, 
Europe, North an:! South i><IErica, the Far East an:! Austra-
lasia, all bringing interest ard new ways of thinking which 
have enlivened the courses. Many have returned to their 
countries to nake quite ranarkable contributions in setting 
up rehabilitation services an:! training courses for both 
therapists ard helpers . 
Towards the end of the fifties, l11lCh ~ht was 
being given to the future accamxxlation of the School. The 
huts had served ..,u as a temporary OEaSUre but cracks were 
appearing an:! ~ther--proofing was difficult . Miss Macdonald 
was concerned that, with the developnent of new training 
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centres an! the general bu1ld1ng ~rovement sirx:e the war, 
stulents might be reloctant to put up with such con:litioos 
OO....Ver good the training offeral. toklreover, the Om'chill 
lt>spital was anxious to pursue its own developnent plans, 
which required the use of the School site, an! this provided 
a further spur towards seeldng new accauoodation. 
Fran 1956 onwmis, therefore, the !ten 'Future 
Plans' appeared regularly on the agerrla of each Trust an! 
Goverrors' meeting an! many possibilities were discussal. It 
was felt to be important that the School slnJld remain in or 
near ()cford because of the Erlocational an! social facilities 
there. 
Miss Macdonald an! Miss Collins spent many hours 
visiting possible properties, sane of which provided a 
bu1ld1ng site while others required the adaptation of an 
existing bu1ld1ng to suit the School's needs. Miss Mlcdonald 
1o0.1ld sweep imperious! y thro\:gh such buildings, p~ the 
School as she went, joining r<Xl!B with a new doon.ay, crea-
ting a new wiOOow here, an! knocldng down a wall there, an! 
in her wake the Bursar trial frantically to prepare a ~h 
plan of the bu1ld1ng for later consideration, incluiing, of 
course, all these alteratioos. 
For various reasons, none of these possibilities 
proval to be acceptable, an! in 1959, it was decidal to make 
use of the extensive gromds attachal to the hostel an! to 
build a new school there. It was acceptal that the site was 
""""'*"t less than ideal in that Harberton lbuse was situ<t-
red at the end of a narrow an!, at night, lorel.y private 
roal. ~er, plans ..are drawn up an! planni~ perndssion 
applial for an! all seened set to proceed. 
Then, in 1%1, a property calle1 '1lillstow'' cane 
on to the market. It canprisal a large Victorian house, a 
snail cottage an! a coach-house; the ~, lleadington 
School, had addal a ~ to the main house which was used as 
dormitory accauoodation for boarders. It stood adjacent to 
the I.J:nlon Road, an! the facilities it offeral an! its posi-
tion in relation to shops, transport an! several hospitals 
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were nu:h superior to anything previously considere:l. It was 
decided to bid for it at auction and it was eventually pur-
chase:! for £2S,<XXl. 
It had always been the view of the Casscn Trustees 
and the Cbvemors that it was unethical to use !WileY raise:! 
fran the fees of present stu:lents to pay for the ~s 
to be enjoyed by trose of the future . Thus the problem of 
fl.nardng the purchase and equipping of a new scrool had 
been faced early in the planning period and the help of an 
Appeal Consultant was ~ht . n-e sun aimed at was £SO, <XXl 
(a considerable sun at that tinE alt~h vie....:! frau the 
present day, it w<lUld barely purchase a !lllall sa:ni-detached 
house!) and IMnY and varle:l projects were e:nbarke:l upon to 
this errl. Past stu:lents were contacte:l and IMnY contribute:! 
mst generously. D:>nations were receive:! fran industry, with 
help fran a very good frlerrl of the profession, the 
Worshipful Conpany of Gold9Jrl.ths, wro not only contribute:! 
but also allo....:1 the use of their very beautiful pre:nises 
for a ltneheon to interest businessnen in the Appeal. A sun 
to be use:! specifically for equipping a library was given by 
Mr. H.D. Savory, a relative of Miss lilodonald. A IIJJCh-
appreciate:l nvney-raising event was a JX>etry reading by Sir 
Lewis and lady Casson (Iame Sybil Thonillke) given on a 
Surday afternoon at the O>cford High School. This was one of 
tre llDSt pleasurable ways of adding to the coffers. 
By 1961 there was just eno~h I1Xl!1eY available for 
the purchase of the Hillstow property, and it was perhaps 
fortunate that a condition of sale was that it should be 
handed over a year later, to give the previous ~ tinE 
to rehouse the girls living there. That year allowed D:>rset 
House tinE to plan the additions and alterations necessary, 
and I!Dst Importantly to renew the Appeal in order eventually 
to cover the cost of these • 
n-e original house, built in 1899, comprised a 
nunber of spacious, well-proportiored roans and the usual 
snaller and attic roans intPr<!e:l for servants' quarters. On 
to this had been built a wing of lred!.\JII"""Size:l roans . All 
these provide:! well for offices, canteen and camron-roans , 
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libraries and snall~oup teaching areas , but it was neces-
sary to build a further wing consisting of lecture roans, 
cloakrocms and wrl<srops . The grornd floor of the cottage 
provided an excellent teaching area for activities of daily 
livirg, being similar in layout to the average snail hane , 
but ramps and other 111Jd1fications ...re needed . The upper 
floor was made into a flat for the Welfare Officer, and the 
coaci:"rbJuse which had livtrg accoomxlation alx!ve it was con-
verted into a cottage for the caretaker. 
In the autum of 1964 , alt~h sane of this wrk 
still needed canpleting, the School move:! out of the Nissen 
huts and into what was to be its first pennanent hane. The 
Olurchiil lbspital, which had been a kin:lly and for bearing 
host for seventeen years, was waiting to expand on to the 
land occupied by Ibrset lbuse and within lx>urs of the 
School' s departure b~ht in a tulldozer . Thus the Vice-
Pr1nc.ipal, returning the saiiE day to look for sanething l eft 
behinl, four¥! only a heap of rubble '*'ere her office had 
been. Sic transit gloria •• • ! 
!>Jrir€ her early years in Oxford, Miss t-Bcdonald , 
in addition to the w r k involved in running the School , 
decided to take the opportunity to wrk for a B.Utt . degree 
urder the auspices of St. Anne ' s College . In 1964 she was 
awarded an M.B.E. for her contribution in the field of reha-
bilitation, a fitting recognition which happily coincided 
with the fulfilment of her ropes for the School ' s future . 
The official opening of the new Ibrset lbuse (now 
oo longer knc>.m as Hillstow) was delayed until the sum>er of 
1965, to allow time for the building alterations to be 
canpleted. When p~ this, it had been roped that 
H.R.H . Princess 'lacy, the Princess Royal, might have been 
invited to carry out this function as she had been closely 
associated with the School in its Bronsgrove days, (see p . • ) 
but sadly she had recently died . In her stead H.R.H. The 
Princess Marina of Kent gracious! y accepted the 
invitation . The event took place on Fourder ' s l:By, 9th July 
1965, and quite a stir was caused in Headington as the 
Princess arrl ved by helicopt er in the grourds of the 
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Nuffield Ortl-.::>~c Centre where soo ,..s llEt by too Lord 
Lieutenant of too County' ere Lord Mayor ard otoor civic 
dignitaries before caning by car to ere Sci'ool. After a 
we1can1ng speech by Sir llugh Casson, too Princess, after 
paying trirute to ere value of occupational trerapy ard too 
work of D:>rset lk>use, fonnally declared ere l:ui~s open. 
sre ,... then escorted by Sir llugh ard Miss Macdonald on a 
toor of too Scl-.::>ol during which soo unveiled a plaque nan1ng 
too new 'Cas son Wing ' in memocy of ere Foun:ler. It ""'" a 
truly 11>3ll0rable occasion, being too culmination of many 
years of 1-.::>pirl\, planning ard sreer hard work by past ard 
present staff, stlXlents , colleagues ard friends, many of 
whan were able to be tl-ere to see ere result. 
In ere suuner of 1966, when too Cotrcil of ere 
World Federation of Occupational Therapists ""'" llEeting in 
London, too then President, Miss Ingr1d Pahlsson, visited 
ere Scl-.::>ol to present a clock ard plaque in recognition of 
Or. Casson' s contrirutioo to too worl<krlde profession. This 
""'" accepted with pleasure ard installed in ere new Casson 
Wing . 
At this stage in too history of ere Scl-ool' 
several changes in too Boon! of Governors had taken place. 
Of too original nenbers Or . Johnson .m had been financial 
adviser to too Scl-ool in its early days, had died, as too 
had Or. 5!-epoord; ard Or . Cooksey, Sir Percy Marsh, Or. 
Mcl1111eS and Or. Scott had resigned at different tillEs 
because of the weight of otrer coomitnelts. In 1952 Mr. 
George Bredin, then Bursar of Penbroke College, Oxford, 
joined too Qlvernors and subsequently beca1lE Chairman of the 
Finance Coomittee ard Vice-<:hairman of too Board. In the 
late fifties, tooy were joined by Or. Cella Westrop ard Miss 
Winifred Mcl.eod for three and six years respectively, and by 
Mr. llarold Loukes, Mr. K.D.D. lleMerson ard Mr. John 
Talbot. In ere early sixties, Or. E.F. Mason, Col. L.K. 
Ledger, Or. B.M. Mandelbrote and Sir ~las Veale joined 
too Board, too last:-1nentiooed specifically to advise regar-
ding fund-raising for ere new l:uildings. The interest and 
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support the School received fron its Goverrors was invalu-
able in dealing with the canplexities of the avve ard the 
impetus tOiomds the next stage of developl8lt. 
******** 
While all these local events were taking place, 
l1llCh had been developing on the national front. Four avre 
training sclDols had been established in the tilited Kiflldau, 
one ~ in Northern Irelard ard a further one in 
Scotlard . A useful link of cOOJJJJ!lication was the Courcil of 
Heads of Schools lolhlch met regularly on a tennly basis ard 
elected one of its uenbers to serve on the Courcil of the 
Association of Occupational Therapists. 
~rout the years, at any period at least one 
uenber of the !))rset House staff was itWOlved either as a 
uenber of the A.O.T. Courcil or on one of its caonittees. 
This had the encouragenent of the Goverrors wro recognised 
such participation as ~ of value to the SclDol ard as a 
duty tOiomds the profession. 
Internationally, too, the School continued to play 
a useful part. A former stu:lent, Miss Alicia ~z, wro 
had been a delegate to W.F .O.T. since 1964, was elected a 
Vice-President of that body in 1968 ard President in 1974 . 
This was an lmlour for the U.K. ard for !))rset House. Miss 
~ had entered the profession in the war years as an 
Auldliary (see Apper¥lix A) ard having 'upgraded' to the full 
qualification, developed a ...,rld-ren<>oll1ed occupational 
therapy service at St. Mary' s Hospital, Roehampton, where 
she was responsible for the c11nical training of mmerous 
stu:lents. She was later to l:ecaDe a Governor of !))rset 
House in 1985. 
Miss Collins also becalre a delegate to W.F .O.T. in 
1968 ard a Vice-President in 1976. For eight years, she 
chaired the Echx:ation Cannittee lolhlch was responsible for 
establishing international star<lards for the training of 
occupational therapists. 
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In 1956 a former student of too Sclnol, Miss Betty 
!klllings, lko was practisirg at too Wingfiel.d-tt>rris 
lklspital - later lalC<o1ll as too N.rl'fiel.d Ortropaedic Centre -
in Oxford, was secon:led for nine months to join a group of 
British physiotherapists in Argentina '*>ere tt-ere was a 
serious epidemic of polianyelitis. Their PJ<pose, in addi-
tion to carrying out treatment, was to set up a rehabilita-
tion service that could be carried fonmd by too 
Argentinians when they left. Miss lklllings was, in fact, 
the first occupational therapist seen in that country am 
was faced with the task of denvnstrating the value of this 
treatl!Ent am in training 'aides' to carry it out. A 
~~Ea.SUre of !-er success was that the Argentinian governnent 
subsequently decided to establish an occupational tl-erapy 
training school' am Miss Macdonald was asked to undertake 
this. She collected a team of three experienced occupa-
tional therapists' Miss Hilary Schlesinger am Miss Anne 
Rickett. former norset lkluse students' am Miss Barbara 
Alien lko had trained at the lDndon Sclnol. They set out in 
1959; Miss Macdonald, ~ lived in Sooth Mlerlca as a 
child, had a reasonable coomand of Spanish, but the others 
took advantage of the sea voyage to learn it en route. The 
stories of their experiences could ...,u be the subject of 
another book, but suffice it to say that tt-ey achieved the 
task set them. With the project safely launct-ed, Miss 
Macdonald returned to England. am the others ""re joined in 
1969 by Miss Eileen Janes am Miss Joan King, both of wtm 
later became tutors at norset lkluse. This pioneering group 
stayed until the scrool was sufficiently ...,U-.,gtablished to 
go ahead without their support, under the directorship of 
Miss Camen Fom, an Argentinian lko had been training at 
norset lkluse in the meantime. Argentina was accepted as a 
full member of W.F .O.T. in 1970 ~eh indicated that the 
scrool had maintained the high stamard of education initia-
ted by Miss Macdonald am her team. 
******** 
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PART Ill (1965 - 1986) 
The first few years at lDOOon Road .ere a 
settling-in period durire which a certain aroount of 
re-1>rganisation took place . In spite of well-laid plans 
regarding tre use of the ~s inevitably in practice 
these were found to need sane I!Ddification. lboo!ver, tre 
relief felt by all that at last tre battle with disintegrat-
ing ~s ;as a thing of tre p:lSt, gave a we1caoe brea-
thing space. 
This ;as a tiJre IOhen tre curriculun could be 
re-assessed and new projects introdoced. There had, for 
sane time, been dissatisfaction with tre section of tre 
A.O. T. syllabus dealing with practical activities and n>rset 
fuuse tiBde representations to tre then Board of Studies 
(later the Education Board) in this respect. The develop-
ment of ""Aclvities of fully Livirg"", as assessment and 
re-tra1n1ng in rehabilitation, was of paralll:lunt importance, 
and the rigid requirenents of the examination syllal>.Js then 
in force were naking innovation in this respect very 
difficult. As a result of discussions, in 1968 this section 
of tre A.O.T. syllabus ;as revised to give the fle>dbility 
so badly needed. The Peto Rehabilitaton lliit in the cottage 
(so nane:l in !!BOOry of Sir Geoffrey Peto) row proved its 
lo<lrth, and students were able to experience the problems of 
livirg with a disability . As the School ;as OOW' sited near 
shops, it ;as !X)ssible to go on shopping expeditions in 
W'heelchairs and on crutches to try to cope with the problems 
of access and high supeNnarket shelves . Even negotiating 
curbs ;as a hazard, as discovered by one student tipped out 
of a wheel-chair by an over-zealous }'tl\1'1! mm eager to 
help! After a few such embarrassing situations, students 
bec.anE able to explain their !X)Sition to oveN>elpful shop 
assistants and 11Bllbers of the public, and their activities 
.ere accepted in good part . They even had sane publicity 
value in alertirg local people to the hazards facing a 
disabled person. 
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At. this tin2 too, IIIJCh t~ht was being given to 
the long-term future of the training. The need for degree 
level education either in occupational therapy or in rehabi-
litation (canbining t><> or DDre disciplines) was being 
discussed by the A.O.T. Board of Stulies, together with the 
possibility of developing a year of advanced training to 
'top up' the Diplana to degree level . To this em, various 
schenes were considered by lk>rset lbuse an1 ' feelers' put 
out to higher education establislments with wlrm the Scl=l 
might link in order to achieve any such future progra!lma. 
Al~h these approaches were favourably received, the 
talks never progressed beyond a preliminary stage as Govern-
ment econanies ruled out the possibility of students obtain-
ing grants for a longer period of training, a situation 
which, twenty years later, still exists . 
The late sixties saw the resignation of three 
Governors - Mr . Inukes, Col. Ledger an1 Mrs. ~ent Young, 
the last-11Entioned being one of the original Governors loin 
had been a great source of advice an1 help for nearly 
twenty years . Joining the Board at that time were Mrs. 
Gillian Williams (loin later became Lady Willliams) an1 IX. 
Rosemary Rue, the Qdef 1'8lical Officer of the Oxford 
Regional lbspital Authority. 
By the em of the sixties it was becanl.ng apparent 
that the next major rerousing plan would have to be in coo-
recti on with the oostel . By the nature of the building, it 
had been oocessary to run it on SOO£What institutional 
lines, an1 its location at the em of a private wooded road 
had made it oocessary for stulents to be checked in at 
night. With the age of majority being reduced fmn 21 to 18 
in 1970, it was ~rtant that a !!Ore liberal system soould 
be adopted, an1 this was clearly not possible in Harberton 
lbuse. In 1969 it was decided that Harberton lbuse sOOuld 
be sold an1 a new lxlstel built . 
Two properties cane on to the market, No . 1 lat!mer 
Road an1 No .60 Ulndon Road, both tmnediately adjacent to the 
Scl=l grounds on either side, an1 they were purchased to 
provide accamxxlation for eighteen stulents . An advantage 
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of the IatinEr Road muse was that its garden togetter with 
the Sch:lol grourds offered the possibility of a site for the 
h:>stel ~ whl.ch """' gladly accepted. n-e design of 
this new h:>stel seened to be fra~ht with difficulties . n-e 
staff am sru:lents were consulted at an early stage, but 
tteir vi"'"' did not necessarily match the architect ' s deter-
mination to provide what te saw as necessary in a 
h:>stel. In tte long tenn, it became apparent that the 
advice of those lolho ""re to use the building sh:>uld have 
been folla.o!d, but a serviceable h:>stel, offering ac.canooda-
tion to t:1Urty-five sru:lents. was eventually caupleted am 
occupied in Septenber 1971, wren it was naned M3ry Macdonald 
lk>use to caunarorate the Principal lolho had dore so IIIJCh to 
get it established. 
For sane tinE, tl"e entry of stu1ents twice a year 
had been creating a nunber of time-tabling difficulties am 
exerted great pressure on staff lolho ""'re having to repeat 
series of lectures so frequently that preparation tinE """' 
minimal. Also the February entry group was sanetinEs at a 
disadvantage in being out of phase with the normal academic 
year. In 1969, tl"erefore, it was decided to revert to ore 
co:nbired entry in Septenber each year. This necessitated 
the extension of the Do> main lecture roans to aCOOIIlildate 
this larger group. 
In 1971, anotter watershed in tl"e history of 
l:brset lk>use was reached as it saw tl"e retirE!II!Ilt of Miss 
Macdonald after thirty-three years as Principal, d~ 
whl.ch tinE ste had guided it fron being a snail group of 
sru:lents in a relatively limited field to a School with an 
annual intake of over eighty stu1ents receiving a broadly-
based edocation whl.ch aade them highly desirable neubers of 
a rehabilitation team. That period had spamed tl"e uncer-
tain pre-war years. the problems of ....... tinE conditions am 
tte re-anergenc.e am developnent of tl"e post-war years. n-e 
fact that tl"e School was now not only an accepted feature of 
tl"e Oxford educational scene, but that in that very conser-
vative circle, wary of fringe developnents, it was respected 
am considered ...,rthy of support am encouragement was 


largely due to her dedication, drive ard dipl.anacy in deal-
~ with the 'town ard g<Mn' authorities. ~ide this, 
she had written ard edited ~ books on occupational therapy 
ard had played a significant part in the wider professional 
field, both nationally through the A.O.T. ard C.P.S.M., ard 
internationally by help~ in the pioneering stages of 
various projects overseas. 
In order to give an opportunity for e>Hltu:lents 
ard staff to pay tribute to Miss Macdonald, a Reunion was 
arranged in July 1971, ard again the Goldsniths, good 
friems of the Scmol, allowed the use of their hall for 
such an occasion. There, under glittering chan:leliers ard 
surromded by cabinets of gold plate, past ard present mem-
bers of the Sct.Jol ard rn.merous friems gathered to meet 
Miss IBcdonald and enjoy a buffet supper and a charce to 
renew old friemships. Prior to this event, the office staff 
had rndertaken a marathon task of contac~ by letter as 
many as possible wro might wish to contribute to a present 
for her. (This was not made easier by a postal strike which 
aliiDst inevitably occurred at that tlm:!.) a:-ver, such was 
the response that a cheque sufficient to enable her to take 
a ..,rld tour was presented to her, together with a book con-
~ the signatures of all wro had contributed. Miss 
M!cdonald was so oveMle.lmed as to be remered teqx>rarily 
speechless, a situation never previously encountered by her 
friems! This, together with an inscribed silver plate fron 
the Goverrors and presents fran the st\XIents, reflected the 
appreciation of many hurdreds of people for Miss M!cdonald' s 
devotion to occupational therapy and to Ibrset lbuse through 
the years. 
Miss M!cdonald' s successor, wro was wel.c<med on 
the saiiE occasion, was Miss Collins wro had been Vice-
Principal for seventeen years, ard had thus been involved in 
all the developnents of that period ard the plans for the 
future. The transition was therefore less obvious than 
might otherwise have been the case, ard the Sct.Jol IIDVed 
into a rew era gradtally and without any apparent trauna. 
The newly-appointed Vice-Principal was Miss Joan King wro 
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had been a sti.Klent at Ibrset House in the early fifties and, 
after practising in England and teachi!11 in Argentina, had 
joined the staff as a tutor in 1969. 
Further staff changes also took place about this 
time as long-serving members reached retiring age. Miss 
Han:e, "*>::> taught weaving and had replacEd Mrs • !<J.Jsmel as 
Head of the Craft Staff in the early sixties, retired in 
1973; sadly, she did rot have l~ to enjoy her leisure as 
she died the following year. Mr. Maggs, "*>::> joined the 
staff to teach woodwork in 1948 also retired in 1973 and 
Mr. lbtt, the nEtalwork and basketry instructor since 1949 
retired in 1974 . Miss Orrister' "*>::> had seen the rostel 
through the transition fran Harberton lbuse, died in 
1973 after two years in the new building and srortly before 
she wul.d have retired . Her deep oomnitment to the school 
""" reflecred in a bequest of over £3,00) ~eh """ IIDSt 
gratefully received and used to equip the new library des-
cribed later in this chronicle. It says lllJCh for the con-
tribution of these people and for the t:eaiJ>.urk of all the 
staff that, lllJCh as they ""'re missed, their successors ""'"e 
able to I!DVe into a stable situation and carry for>ard the 
..,rk and high standards that they had set. 
The retirenEOt of Miss Han:e necessitared the 
appointment of a senior nenber of staff to be responsible 
for co-ordinating craft activities . Miss Sarah Maclure, a 
craft teacher "*>::> had joined the staff in 1964 ....,. appoinred 
to this post which she still rolds in addition to her teach-
ing cannitments, being currently the l~est-servi111 nenber 
of the teac~ staff. 
The early seventies saw the p.ililication of the 
Qldie (3) and 1\Jnbridge (4) Reports in both of which uul.ti-
disciplinary establishllEnts ""re recoornerxled, and 11llCh 
t~ht was given to the possibility of establishing one 
such in O>cford. lb.lever, ~le nursi111 and occupational 
therapy courses existed and might have linked, the lack of a 
school of physiotherapy in the area proved a stunbli!11 block 
and discussions were abandoned for the tine being. 
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Another topic of discussion was that of the name 
of the Sch:x>l. In the profession, J))rset lbuse was often 
referred to as ' the Qcford Sct-ool ' and it was suggested that 
this might be rore suitable as so llllCh time had elapsed 
since the original J))rset lbuse in Bristol had been its 
lone, and to the majority of the profession the reason for 
the name was an enigna. lbwever, it was pointed out that by 
this time, J))rset 1buse was recognised in occupational 
therapy circles all over the ...,rld and that a change, with-
out very strong reason, might cause confusion and even prove 
detriiiEntal. The Qwerrors therefore decided to maintain a 
traditional stance. 
In 1973, Sir I:buglas Veale, who had given so llllCh 
of his time and experience to Sct-ool matters, died and again 
it was necessary to consider <ll.lgJllOilt~ the Governing 
Board. In 1974 Mr . Henderson resigned and Mrs. Margaret 
M::Callun and Mr. Jolul Wyatt, both educationalists, accepted 
invitations to join the Qwerrors, Mr. Wyatt regrettably 
having to resign in 1977. In order to maintain the balarce 
of the Board , arother person from the educational field was 
so..ght, and Mr. John Mercer becanE a Qlverror in 1978. 
Altho..gh thro..ghout the years it had been the 
practice to consult students in a s~t 'ad hoc ' manrer 
when c~es '"'re envisaged or problems arose, in 1973 a 
Staff/Student Couoc.il CBll2 into being to provide a forun for 
discussion and a ~y canm..nication be~ the staff and 
student bodies. Fran this group, ~ members (one staff and 
one student) '"'re elected to represent the Cooncil at meet-
~s of the Goverrors . Initlally, there were fears that 
this might develop rerely into a 'grunbling session' but 
fran its inception, the Council proved its ...,rth, and was 
particularly appreciated by the Goverrors who '"'re able 
regularly to hear the consideted views of staff and students 
on matters ~ discussed . 
It had long been the aim of the profession to 
attract <IDre men into its ranks and with better career 
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proepects (brought in by the Jlalsbury Coomittee in 1975(5)) 
this now seemed jX)SSible. In earlier years, the few 1ll!n wro 
had applied to D:>rset lloose appeared to have been daunted by 
the prepnleraoce of wtllEfl an:! had gore elsewhere to train, 
but in 1976 three stal...rt souls joined the ranks of new 
stldents an:! successfully ~leted the course three years 
later. All have since made a rotable contribution to the 
profession, one having returned to the School for a pericxl 
as a tutor. These three blazed a rew trail, but there are 
still remarl<ably few men applying to enter what is unfor-
tunately ~y identified as a 'female only' profession. 
n... advent of male stulents was a particular satisfaction 
for Miss Collins wro had long hoped for this, an:! was abl e 
to see them wel.l-lawched when she retired a year later . 
Miss Collins' retirement in the SUIIIler of 1977 
after 23 years on the staff as Vice-Principal an:! Principal 
was marked by another Reunion, this time held at the 
School. She was presented with an antique silver tea--pot by 
the Gaverrors an:! received presents an:! tributes fran col-
leagues, stldents an:! frierds. Miss Collins coomented that , 
had anyore told her when she was accepted as a not very 
ane>able stulent in 1945 that thirty-N> years later she 
loO.lld be receiving such accolades , she loO.lld have ~ht 
that they had taken leave of their senses! 
Miss Jean ~s was appointed in May 1977 as 
Principal Elect an:! becare Priocipal in Septenber. Unlike 
her predecessors, she had rot trained at D:>rset House but at 
Botley' s Park School in Surrey. She had, rowever, been a 
cl1nical supervisor an:! tutor at D:>rset lbuse during the 
sixties. after which she ,.,rl<ed in Canada IOhere sre stldied 
for B.O.T. degree, an:! on returning to Englan:l gained an 
M.Sc. for research at Manchester University. Apart fran rer 
other qualities, her experience in h1gter edu::ation was felt 
to be advantageous to the School if. as was roped. a degree 
course came into being. 
In 1978, Sir lhllh Casson decided to retire fran 
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the O>ainnanship of the O:>vernors, a position he had held 
for t>enty-l:>iO years. ll1s ioterest, generosity ard lnmJur 
had ensured mt only his support 1o all the ScOO<>l' s ID:ler-
taldngs, but had brought to for:ml occasions a lightness of 
tou::h that put people at their ease ard was II11Ch appreciated 
by young ard old alike. 
After a year during which Mr. George Bredin, the 
Vice-O>ainmn, presided, Mr. John Casson became Olainnan, 
once again carry1og fo=d the family interest. 
Since the bu1ld1og of the rew hostel, there had 
been a welcane lull in constnr.tional activities at the 
Scln>l, but in 1979 amther project was urdertaken. This was 
an extension of the ~rk shop. Hitherto, ~rk ard 
metalwrk had been ta~ht in separate roans but these were 
rrN grouped together in the enlarged wrkshop. By re-
organising the other wrkshops, spsce was freed to increase 
the area g1 ven to the teaching of home rehabilitation 
skills. Soon afte=ds, an extra store-roan was provided 
to contain equipnent used in the teaching of the treatment 
of physical disability. 
1980 was a IDSII)rable year, as lbrset House reached 
its Golden Jubilee. <Al 7th June at a Reunion buffet 
li.IICheon, over one hurdred people met at the ScOOol to cele-
brate the occasion. As well as current staff aenbers and 
Govermrs, there were present representatives fron each 
decade of the ScOOol' s history. It was a happy ard infor:ml 
gathering which was hosted by Miss Edwards, Mr. Casson ard 
the staff. After the luncheon, Miss Macdonald spoke of the 
history of the ScOO<>l, ard Sir llugh Casson rourded off the 
proceedings with his usual h= ard eocouragement. Miss 
Macdonald' s speech was, in fact, the last that she was able 
to make at the ScOOol, as sadly since then ill-health has 
prevented her fron taking any part in its affairs. It is 
consoling to krrN that on that occasion, she was able to 
meet so many of those she had launched on their careers, ard 
to participste in the celebration of the ScOOol to which she 
had devoted so II11Ch of her life. 
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Arother very long-servfug member of staff retired 
in 1981. Mrs. Vera Bro.n had joine:l the staff in 1951 as 
1\.ttors' Secretary, a p:>sition si-.. 1-..ld until 1963. After a 
break of fifteen IID!lths si-.. returned as Welfare Officer for 
ten years before finally becaniJll Assistant Bursar. The 
Welfare Officer, apart fron dealing with 1-ealth problems, 
had always borne the nain responsibility for seeing that 
stulents in 1~ were adequately lvused, am during !-er 
time in that p:>sition many hundreds of stulents had cause to 
be grateful for !-er support in that respect. 
One occasion that had been lacking through the 
years was that of a fonnal presentation of Diplams. 
Because of difficulties in timing, as the examination 
results arrived after ti-e stulents had dispersed, the 
Diplams had been posted with a congratulatory letter. 
lb.lever, many stulents felt this to be rather an anti -cl.imax 
after three years of hard ..,rk, am in 1981, at their 
request, it was decided to begin lvlding an annual Pre-
sentation of Diplams in the Autunn Term. The Olairman, 
Mr. Join Casson, gladly accepted the invitation to present 
the Diplams on this first occasion am the mjority of 
tlvse wlv had qualified during too Sll1mer Term were able to 
return with relatives am friends to receive ti-e fruits of 
their labours. 
D.Jring the late seventies, the syllabus was once 
again being reviewed. Again, it was becaniJll overloaded as 
ti-e teaching of new techniques was incluled. The qualifying 
examinations were still conducted centrally by the College 
of <kcu!>ltonal Therapists (the professional section of the 
recently re-constituted British Association of <kcu!>'tional 
Trerapists) am this limited the individual schools in their 
attanpts to re-organise am UjXIate their curricula. 
In 1981, t!-erefore, a newly structured educational 
systen, to be knc>.ln as 'Diplom Bl', was launched by the 
College, whereby each training school was given ti-e respon-
sibility for devising its own curriculU!l am conducting its 
own examinations. subject to validation am moderation by 
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the College. This was ~ as giving ~ flexi-
bility ard tre opportunity to develop a new approach. It 
also heralded in a period of very hanl work for staff who 
had t-ours of p~ OEetiq:s to atterd while still teach-
ing to the curriculun in force prior to the change-<JVer. 
furing this tilm, sadly the Scrool lost the 
services of tre Vice-Principal, Miss King, due to injuries 
caused by a car accident. She had been on the staff as 
tutor ard Vice-l'ri.oc.ipal for 16 years ard had provided con-
tinuity during tre change of two successive l'ri.oc.ipals. Her 
place was taken by Miss Jill Freston, also a past stu:lent of 
D:>rset House, who had been a staff lll'!l1lber since 1%6 ard who 
had slr:>uldered the responsibilities of Vice-Principal during 
Miss King's sick-leave. 
In 1983 Mr. George Bredin, who had served the 
Scrool as a Goverror ard Trustee since 1952, decided to 
resign because of tre illness which led to his death a srort 
while later. Mr. Bredin had urdertaken various responsibil-
ities during his thirty-Qre years on the Board ard his 
courteous l-elp ard wise advice had been a great support to 
three successive Principals ard the Bursar by ..trm re was 
l!llCh missed 0 
Dr. Rue resigned fran the Board in 1984 ard !-er 
place was taken in 1985 by Dr. Mcie Gooding, Ccmrunity 
MediciJE Specialist at tre Oxford Regional Health 
Auth:>rity . Also joining the Governors at that tiJm was Miss 
Alicia 1-Endez, being the first occupational therapist to 
becane a Goverror of D:>rset House wrere sre had originally 
trained as a war-tinE Auxiliary stu:lent. 
The p~ of the new syllabus for 'Diplana 81' 
brought to the fore another need. ()le of the features of 
D:>rset House was its extensive collection of books ard jour-
nals which, for an indeperdent oc.Joool reliant on its own 
resources, had been ~t exceptional. The actual 
library space, l"<u!ver, was cramped ard unattractive for 
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The New Library . 
students nee:ling space an:! quiet for stu:ly. With the addi-
tional developiEnt of at.rlio-visual equipiEnt, it ...,. becan-
ing apparent that the tinE had cane ~ the re-arrangement 
of space ...,. no longer possible an:! that a further extension 
...,. the only solution. Thus in 1985 another building pnr 
ject ...,. lnlen.ey on the lawn behin:l the main school b.dl-
~. There are advantages an:! e><cltenEnt in being on the 
spot to watch the developiEnt of a building, but no doubt 
the inevitable delays that occurred must have stretched the 
patience of all e<n:emed to e<asperation point at times. 
lklwever, by the SUlJiler of 1986, the new library building was 
canplete, if not furnished, an:! on Folnier's ray it """ 
officially opened by Lady Wi.ll.i.alm, a long-tinE Trustee an:! 
Governor lb:l had acted as O:la1nnan of a lbr\dng Party W'hlch 
had guided the project fran its inception. 
Im1ng the slJllller vacation, the task of transfer-
ring an:! arranging books an:l archi ve.s ...,. carried out so 
that the library could be available to stulents at the 
beginning of the new term. One of the features of the 
building is an Auiio-visual roan where stulents can work 
with:>ut distracting others in the reading area. This has 
been naDBI 'The Dennison Roan' as a tribute to the Bursar, 
Mr. Harry Dennison, lb:l had been particularly interested an:l 
active in pranoting the use of CC<IIp.lters an:l video 
equipnent. This was particularly appropriate as Mr. 
Dennison was retiring in 1986 after thi~ years at 
lbrset House, first as Accountant an:! then as Bursar. lie 
had seen the Scrool thr01.gh rrany vicissitules an:l achieve-
118lts an:l will be well reoenbered by h\Direds of 
stulents lb:l looked hopefully to him each term for 
dispensing their grants fran the D.H.S.S. Not least of his 
accanplish118lts was a capacity as a rhymester, an example of 
W'hich is shown in Appen:l1x B. 
******** 
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As with so many other professions, occupational 
therapy emerged fron a perceived need in a practical sit\a-
tion, and in the early days of lbrset House llllCh of the stu-
dents' training """ carried out on the job in close contact 
with the patients fran the beginning. This, rowever. 
offered experieoce only in psychiatric treatJnent, and as the 
potential scope of the ..,rk """ appreciated, wider faclli-
ties became essential, and the Allendale Curative W:>rksoop 
(see page ••• ) """ set up, rot only for the benefit of 
patients but also to provide training for stu:lents in physi-
cal aspects of rreat:I!Ent. 
As qualified occupational therapists began to 
e!IEt'ge fran lbrset House to set up depart:IIEnts in a nunber 
of hospitals, rore facilities for clinical experieoce became 
available and made it possible for !IDre stu:lents to be 
accepted for training. As other training schools came into 
being and produ:ed their own qualified therapists, the clin-
ical training opportunities widened, allowing for a welc.ane 
'cross-fertilisation' between stu:lents and staff. 
By 1954 all stu:lents were spen:ling at least one 
year of the three year course in occupational therapy 
depart:IIEnts away frau the School. There, under the skilled 
supervision of experienced therapists (subsequently termed 
'clinical supervisors') they could put into practice the 
theoretical knoolledge they were gaining in the School. 
Inevitably over a period of rore than fifty years, 
changes in treat:IIEnt and health administration have meant 
that the emphasis of teaching has shifted. E>cperience con-
sidered essential in the fifties (such as the treat:I!Ent of 
tuberculosis and poliauyelitis) is now unnecessary while the 
treal:ne'lt of the vety young and the aged is of increasing 
!Jnportaoce. Also the present policy of treating people in 
the hane enviroroent wher>!ver possible has highlighted the 
need for experience in the canwnity in social service 
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departnelts. nus aver the years many lx>spitals an:! treat-
lll!llt centres have been involved in stu!ents training for 
vai"}'1r€ periods of time, an:! an !.rv:alculable nuober of clin-
ical supervisors have contributed to this vital part of the 
course. 
The lx>spitals in an:! arolnl Oxford have assisted 
the Scrool in this way, several since 1947 when the Sctool 
IIDVed to this area, an:! this has been particularly valuable 
in j>l.St years in providing experieoce on a part-tiDE basis 
..mich has allowed stu!ents to ""rk in the cl1nical field 
.mile still atteming lectures in the Scrool. In the case 
of the further-flung lx>spitals, the Scrool has had to rely 
heavily on the clinical supervisors to arrange suitable 
tutoring, an:! this has invariably been done with good-will. 
For sane years, during the fifties and sixties, a 
part-time tutor was based in London to co-<>rdinate the 
training at a nuober of oospitals in that area, an:! to 
arrange lectures an:! study fac1lities for the stu!ents 
assigned there. This ceased when regular meetings between 
cl1nical supervisors an:! Sctool tutors were started. In 
1978, a rew post of Clinical Practice Co-ordinator was 
created, the duties being to arrange each students' s clin-
ical placings an:! to follow up an:! nvnitor progress by 
visiting lx>spitals an:! keeping closely in truch with all 
involved in the training pr<>gramlE. The first person 
appointed to this post was Miss Jill Preston wro sul>-
sequently becane the Sctool' s Vice-Pr1ncipal. 
Also, during the fifties an:! sixties the Scrool' s 
earlier links with the United States were revived. An 
arrangement was made whereby sane students were able to 
extend their cl1nical experieoce in l'l1£r1can 0. T. Depart-
lll!llts oo:ler the direction an:! supervision of the 
Philadelphia Sctool, an:! in many cases free acco:mm:xlation 
was also pravided. This was an opportunity nuch appreda-
ted, an:! in a nuober of cases resulted in the stu!ents, when 
qualified, ...:>l"ldng in the States for a time before returning 
n:n... It had been ooped that a reciprocal arrangement could 
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be given to American stu:lents !-ere, but unfortunately due to 
exchange rates at tl-e time this did not materialise. 
While it is impossible in this brief account to 
pay tribute to each mspital by name, special t1Eiltion IIIJSt 
be made of a few that have been assisting Dorset House with 
stuient training for nearly forty years. They are, in 
OXford tl-e Clrurchill, Wameford an:! UttlE<OOre Hospitals, 
tl-e Radcliffe Infirmary an:! tl-e Nuffield Ort:h:>paedic Centre, 
formerly the Wingfiel.d-tk>rris Hospital. Furtt>& afield, 
mention IIIJSt be made of Bexley Hospital in Kent, tl-e 
Maudsley Hospital in London and Farnham Park Rehabilitation 
Centre near Slot@>. 
To tl-e staff of tl-ese mspitals, an:! to all wro 
have been involved in tl-e clinical aspect of tl-e =se, tl-e 
Scmol records its thanks. Witmut this support, it ""uld 
be impossible to construct a ~-balarced progranme of 
training, which at tl-e end of three years enables a stu:lent 
not only to have a sour<! theoretical basis, but to have coo-
fiderce in putting theory into practice. 
******** 
UlE S1UDENl'S' lNI<ll 
In tl-e early days at Dorset House, tl-e stuient 
group four<! little difficulty in camunicating its views an:! 
making its needs known, as it ,.... !rn3il an:! in close pr<»<-
imity to tl-e staff wro could be approached easily an:! 
informally. 
This becaJIE mre difficult as n\11lbers increased, 
an:! inevitably a time cane lolhen a rore structured situation 
becaJIE recessary. Thus, in tl-e sixties tl-e Dorset House 
Stu:lents' Union came into being. Records stow that at that 
time , apart fran timetabling, attendance at lectures, uni-
forms an:! library facilities, tl-e mjor concerns ""re in 
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relation to grants and accoomx!ation, mtters which still 
cause arndety today. 
In the early seventies , close links ""re formed 
with students' urlon of other O.T. establistments and joint 
events and """tings took place, several hoste:l by Lbrset 
lbuse. Fron chis, an O.T. Stu:!ents' Association (O.T.S.A.) 
was formed and for a tinE this body """ active in (>ltting 
fon.ard views and suggestions to the Association of 
Occupational Therapists, which ...tcaned ch1s interest. 
~er, contiruity is al""ys at risk in a ~ing popu-
lation of students and at present 0 . T .S.A. has gone into 
abeyaree . 
One major advantage of having a formal student 
organisation was that it coold be affiliate:! with the 
National lhion of Students fran whence certain travel and 
other benefits coold be obtained . In recent years an Area 
branch of the N.U.S . has been set up , ...trlch enables torset 
lbuse representatives to liaise with other student groups to 
their lllltual benefit. 
In the late sixties and early seventies, ~ken 
nationally there was a great deal of students unrest, nen-
bers of the Lbrset lbuse S .U . acte:l with considerable matll['-
ity and wisdau in resisting outside pressures and manipula-
tion, thus allow1ng their studies to go head without 
disruption . This was in ro small part due to the qualities 
of the leaders they electe:l, but also to the basic camxm 
sense of the majority for whan the goal of qualifying to 
practise their chosen profession ou~:lghed other 
considerations. 
Sio::e the formation of the Staff/Student O:Juncil 
(see page 37) menbers of the S.U. have represented their 
colleagues at the <11Xlthly ..,.,tings, and at those of the 
Coverrors who, in this way, are able to keep in touch with 
student opinion and activities. 
******** 
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People attracte:l to oe<:upitional therapy as a 
career are necessarily trose with wide interests, and this 
is amply da!Dnstrated if ore stops to read the rotices on 
the board outside the COOllDI1 roan. Within a surpr:l.si~y 
srort tin». re.crmers to Oxford have been ~ht up in ore 
or mre of the activities on offer which fran t:lme to t:lme 
have iocluded sports, llllSic, dram, yoga, politics and 
relig1.on . Many have helped with youth clubs, Qrldes and 
Scouts, but the tin» tabling of the course, which required 
periods to be spent away frcm OXford, has I1Bde these 
voluntary service activities difficult to maintain. At one 
tin», Dorset House boasted a hockey team which played in the 
local park and ruoour has it that ore student obtained her 
hockey ' blue ' by being included (quite illegally) in ore of 
the University teams . This. rowever. has rot been 
authenticate:!. More spectacular was a rugger team that 
enjoyed a srort-lived success, and records s~ that in 1959 
and 1960 a ere.~ entered the Mudhook Yacht Club race in 
Scotland, flying Dorset House colours! It appears that they 
came eleventh out of thirteen in the first att~t; the 
result of their rext: effort is lost in the mists of tin»! 
Through the years, Dorset House students have 
earred for themselves the reputation of being enthusiastic 
both in their ...,rk and their recreation, a fact that has 
been appreciated by the young men of Oxford, and the phrase 
'wastage through IIBITiage' crept into the professional 
statistics . With the social changes of the last -
decades, IIBITiage has rot such a high priority, but when 
contemplated, the possibility of family planning can enable 
IIBITiage and career to go forward sinultareously, and 
happily this is row often the case. 
At recent re-unions it is interesting and encour-
aging to find that the majority of trose wrose families are 
now in their teens are returning to the profession wilere 
their skills, enhanced by maturity, are !ll.ICh appreciate:!. 
******** 
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In ~ this history , one of tte outstand-
ing features that !-as becane apparent is tte ~th of 
service of so many of tte staff. This applies equally in 
all fields - administrative, teaching, danestic aro 
maint~. 
In ttese days of frequent changes and thrusting 
p.n-suance of careers, this could be viewed as a drawback, 
but happily this does rot seem to have been tte case. 
Yo\Ilger staff have, of course, cane aro gone, bringing 
enthusiasm aro new ideas aro leaviJ-€ a valuable contribution 
to tte ongoing develop1E11t of tte Scrool aro tte education 
it provides. This, ~er, !-as been against a background 
of support aro stability provided bY tte long-serving !IE!It-
bers whose loyalty, patieoc.e aro coocem for tte st:u:lents, 
tte ScOOol aro tte profession of occupational tterapy !-as 
been param:>unt . 
In addition to tte full aro part- time staff, ttere 
have througrout tte years been 11U1Erous spec1alist lec--
turers, many drawn fran tte University, the Polytechnic, tte 
College of Furtter Edu:ation aro local hospitals, who have 
given series of lectures aro denxJnStrations, aro many of 
ttese, too, have becaoe finn friends aro valued colleagues 
in tte overall teaching team. 
l.bose who have perhaps too often been taken for 
granted are tte dooestic aro maintenaoce staff on w!nn the 
whole well-being of tte Scrool has depended. Under a suc-
cession of Welfare Officers aro lbstel wardens a gallalt 
baOO of cleaners, canteen ladies, stokers (in tte early 
days), gardeners aro main~"""' have quietly gone about 
tteir business, aro even in tte days at the Orurthill 
lbspital, wile re tte Juts ""re far fran glannrous, tte 
appearance and cOOifort of tte premises ""re a credit to 
their efforts. An obvious 'family atm>sptere ' has existed 
auvng them, aro several lasting friendships have been made. 
lm>ng toose with particularly long service nay be 11e1tioned 
l1rs . Edw:lrds who joined tte staff in 1947 and in spite of a 
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ten-year break has thirty years of service to her credit, 
Mrs. Willians, now Mrs. Mlrks, wm started in 1957 an:! Mrs. 
Rowlan:ls wm worked at llarberton House fran 1969 until its 
closure, since when she has taken the stu:lents' lodgings in 
60 London Road \Ilder her wing . 
Aprrt fran these an:! everyone wm has been men-
tioned by nanE in the fore-going chronicle, there are so 
many people to lkan one would like to pay tribute if space 
permitted . All ex-stu:lents will doubtless rE!IBllber certain 
individuals wm played a significant part in their """' trai-
ning and will deplore the fact that m personal refereoce is 
made to them. In a period covering fifty years, this 
obviously is impossible . 
lbwever, at the re-urlons whlch take place fran 
time to time, nanES are recalled and stories re-told - often 
huwurous, sanetlnEs sli<lhtly scandalous, but ahays with 
affection , and this is perhaps a better tribute than the 
printed word. 
******** 
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The story of lk>rset lbuse up to this stage in its 
history .uuld not be canplete witrout reference to the sup-
JX>rt given ~t the years by llEI!lbers of the Casson 
family . 
Tribute has already been paid to the enterprise 
an1 foresight of Dr . Elizabeth Casson, who not only foun1ed 
the school but was instruoental in pi'OlDting the develoJli"'Ilt 
of the profession of occupational t herapy in this country . 
She also had a 11X>St persuasive way in enlisting help fran 
influential sources, not l east of these being llEI!lbers of her 
~ family who came forward to SUPJX>rt her, during her life-
tinE an1 contirued their int erest an1 help in subsequent 
years to this present day . 
Dr. Casson seems to have been blest with many 
talented nephews, an1 records si"OW that the first to be 
involved with the school was Mr . CMen Reed who, in the early 
days at Bristol, produced plays in lotdch patients, stu:lents 
an1 staff were llEI!lbers of the cast. A stu:lent of that era 
recollects Joow OJJCh these were appreciated, an1 the high 
professional standard that was achieved . 
Sir Hugh Casson, another nephew, joined the Gover-
ning Boord of the school in 1948 and becanE Olairman in 
1956, retiring in 1978 after thirty years, during lotdch time 
he had helped to steer the school through a change of venue 
an1 various building projects with the hazards an1 crises 
that were inherent in these. Despite his busy professional 
life as an architect, an1 later as President of the Royal 
Academy, he was always available for discussion, advice an1 
practical help, and his lightness of t:ooch on fornal occa-
sions gave these an at1!Dsphere of relaxation an1 enjo}'llerlt. 
~t the years, up to the time of their res-
pective deaths, Sir lewis Casson (Dr . Casson' s brother) an1 
his wife !me Sybil 'fu>rndike slo;ed great interest in the 
school , an1 always visited an1 talked to the stu:lents when 
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tl'eir work bro~ht them to Oxford. On ooe occasion when 
acting at the New Theatre they stayed for the week at the 
Uldge (Miss Macdonald's 00use adjacent to the hostel) ani 
caused !IUCh interest aiWng students ani staff, as they 
sat in the garden declaiming the lines they were rehearsing 
for the next production. Their generosity in helping to 
raise money for the Building Fun:! ...,. entirely in character 
ani greatly appreciated. 
The !II)St recent nenber of the family to help the 
school is Mr. John Casson, o.B.E., son of Sir lewis ani thus 
another nephew of the Fourder. He bec.ane Olairman of the 
Governors in 1979 ani as such has continued enthusiastically 
to carry foNll'd the family interest. 
Inevitably as time passes ani changes oc.cur in 
higher education, old associations may have to give .,..y to 
fresh needs. lklolever, W'hatever the future, for those who 
have been associated with ll:lrset House during the past years 
the nalll! "Casson" has a real significance ani evokes warm 
ani friendly llE!II)ries, ani will rem1n a source of 
inspiration. 
******** 
This short history of the School has been written 
so that its readers may understani ,..,.,thing of the spirit 
that has inspired its founders ani all who have served it in 
any way. It is hoped that all who cane to the School, 
either as staff or stu:lent, may find the way to enter into 
this spirit ani to carry on its ""'rk ani traditions. 
Of necessity, this chronicle of events has 
finished p1rt...,..y through a decade. By 1990 other 
developnents will need to be recorded as J:brset ltluse is a 
dynamic institution always changing in response to the 
educational needs of the period, ani whoever updates this 
chronicle in the year 2000 A.D. will undoubtedly find it a 
very interesting task. 
******** 
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Miss Constance Tebbitt 
(Later Dr. Owens) 
1930- 1934 
Miss Mary Macdonald 
1938- 1971 
DORSET HOUSE 
PRINCIPALS 
Miss Betty Coll ins 
197 1- 1977 
Miss j ean Edwards 
(now Mrs. Mitchell) 
1977- present 
Unfortunately, no photograph is available of Miss Martha Jackson 
w ho was Prin cipal from 1934 to 1938. 
BRISroL - 1937 
My first trocehts of D>rset lhlse are of its 
beauty, situate:! oo the heights of Clifton S\JITOIJOOe:l by 
trees am the green of the lb«<<s • 
I was there for a year, wting to begin my nurs-
ing t~ am renenber swmer teas on the terrace where 
Bran, Dr. Casson's dog, snapped at the wasps. Ihe terrace 
am garden by lllXllllight were quite nagical. 
Ihere were ...U --appointed single roans for the 
patients, with ...rds for tlx>se 11Dre disturbe:l. Ihere were 
ro ill ts am all rot ""'ter am food-trays were carrie:l 
upstairs. I filled rot-water bottles fron a ~e kettle 
boile:l on the attic gas-ring. 
Although patients were well accoomxiate:l staff 
were not pampered, am at the Cleve:lon Annexe one froze by 
carxlle-light . 
Ihe occupational therapists live:! over the 
garages. Iheir ancient lavatory was a nightnare, lkdch 
Doctor eventually inspected . />uong other defects they can-
plaine:l that when seate:l their feet dangle:!, so Doctor, ever 
sympathetic, asked the carpenter to build a platform rourrl 
the pe:lescal, thus ensuring secure 'enthrorlf!1Ent' ! 
The occupational therapy department was a large 
roan full of tantalising har>:licraft delights. ' M'lrgaret 
lt>rris ' dancing was also an important feature, the patients 
wearing flare:! liren dresses for this activity , Staff were 
differentiate:! by their overalls. Nurses ""re bl<E, dcmes-
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tic staff brown, an:! occupatiooal therapists green with 
white shoes. 
Miss Jackson was then Principal of the Schx>l, 
Miss M:lcdonald being in Canada . 
My final ~~SIDry is of the very professional plays 
produc:a:l by ().jen Reed. Patients an:! occupatiooal therapists 
took part, an:! particularly outstan:ling were ' Eager Heart ' 
an:! •n-e Emperor an:! the Nightingale ' done as a shadow play 
with rr. Casson in the main part • 
Mlrgaret Hancock 
************ 
AN AlJXILlARY - SEPID1BER 1943 - MAROI 1944 
Auxiliaries were mainly school leavers - eighteen-
year olds - an:! the course was for six lll)!lths . 11-ere was a 
""" oo an:! we were needed to help in established O.T. 
DepartJnents around the country. 11-ere was no uniform, other 
than green overalls, an:! as clothing was severely rationed, 
our llllfti consisted mainly of school uniform with the badges 
reroved . 
n-e wurk to be covered in the tine was extensive, 
with written an:! practical exams at the end of the course . 
Subjects included the basic sciences, medicine, surgery an:! 
applied O.T. Techniques also had to be mastered - for it 
was the era of crafts - an:! final samples produc:a:l. A 
period of local physical practice was also included . We 
""'rked all day ard frequent! y night as well. Discipline was 
rigid. We had to 'sign on' i.e. p.1t our naireS in a book, if 
we wished to use the lecture rooms or ""'rkshops after 6.00 
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p.m. and woe betide anyone foun:l outside the hutted donni-
tories after 10.30 p.m. \<E accepted it all wit!Dut 
question. 
As ....1.1 as the academic and practical ...,rk there 
were also the domestic rotas. TI-ese covered cleaning duties 
in the scl=l areas, helping with the washing up in the main 
hospital dining roan for approx!roately 250 people and 
stoking old-fashioned boilers with coke. TI-ese were the 
only means of heating the 'huts' in ohlch we lived and 
...,rked. The trade name of the boilers was Tortoise. They 
were certainly slow burners rut very tEmperamental and in 
all respects they were a nightmare. \<E all disliked stoking 
duty. \<E emerged at the end of the six months as partially-
trained OTs willing to be drafted ~ever 
required in the U.K. The need was in hospital or rehabili-
tation centres for war injured, both serv1C61En and civi-
lians, miners and factory ...,rkers. It was almost entirely 
jilysical rehsbilltation. 
\<E were plunged in at the deep end, yet had ~h 
knowledge and skills to make a useful contrirution. \<E had 
our fees and board paid by the Ministry of Health plus ten 
shillings ( 50p) a week pocket llD!leY ohllst we were 
students. Our salary was to be £150 per annum. 
~-1946 
The first set of 'up-graders' were selected fran 
the ranks of aU>d.liaries - there were sixteen of us - who 
had all had at least eighteen months clinical experierce. 
The course was for ten I!D!lths and was to up-date and 
increase our knowledge in basic science and medical sub-
jects, with additional craft activities and a c11nical 
practice in psychiatry. 
The Sc:l=l was still at Bnxnsgrove when we started 
in February but in the sUIIDer of 1946 the main nucleus was 
to nnve to Oxford. Fran Septenber - tbvember the up-graders 
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and sane finalists fran the three year course were to stay 
beh1Id with Mrs. Kuemnel, wb:> acte:l as our personal tutor 
and 'gocb:>ther'. ;,;, were to stay mtil after the written 
exams in Novanber . 
Finals in those days were a marathon, with nine 
three-h:Jur papers, vivas in applied O.T. and in craft tech-
niques plus finished ~les. The papers were written 
during a week, fo~ by a gap of approximately three 
weeks before vi vas. 
Having canplete:l the written exams we III)Ved to 
Oxford and it was farewell to Bransgrove for ever . ;,;, had 
felt rather an elite group when we were left beh1Id, but on 
arrt val at Oxford that idea soon vanished. ;,;, were super-
:l.t!q:osed into an organisation that was just settl.iJl: into new 
accamndation and routines and we finalists llllSt have been 
an added hassle for everyone . ;,;, lived at llarberton lbuse 
and were allocated part of a hut at the scmol in which to 
gather together our craft samples and have sane last-<ninute 
practice for the vivas which were to be held in early 
IRcanber. These were to take place at Harold \ob<XI lbspital 
in Essex at least 85 miles away . Craft samples had been 
carefully packed and sent off in advance to be E!lOOlline::l . ;,;, 
set off oo the day of the vi vas at alx>ut 7.00 a.m. in a 
coach, returning hane again very late on the same night, 
totally exhausted . 
v.e were actually ooly in Oxford for alx>ut four 
weeks, but having completed the papers we had 100re free time 
and certainly made use of it to enjoy the many facets of 
interest in the city. 
1946 was a IOOSt me100rable year for lk>rset lbuse 
and for the students wb:> were the first '1.1!'""1l"aders' . To 
fill in our gaps of krowledge and attain the required stan-
dard was an untried experiment . It was an experiment that 
proved successful for we all passed as qualified OTs with 
the Physical Diplona. 
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The forties an:! early fifties still required stu-
dents to produce reasonable sized craft ~les for assess-
ment at ti-e em of ti-e course. Mrs. K.u<mreJ. - known to all 
as Mrs . 'K' - was a superb teacher of a rar@' of ....av1ng 
skills, but even !-er marvellous tuition failed to fin:! IIBil)' 
students capable of canpleting an acceptable flat lo<lVei1 rug 
sample . These were interned to be 30" x 18" but llDSt of 
them required ti-e attentioo of !-er 'cooking' - as sl-e called 
it . Nearly all ti-e rugs finished up with ore em different 
in width fran ti-e ott-er an:! frequently reitl-er treasured 
18". A few ...ek.s before ti-e final assesSIEilt of craft 
samples every cupboard in the place had flat .uven rugs 
nailed to them by Mrs. K. in order to 'cook' them into 
smpe . This was dore by wetting an:! shrinking or wetting 
an:! stretching. The em results were usually miraculrus, 
an:! there were few, if any, students who had their samples 
failed! 
Alicia Mendez 
************ 
1951 - 1954 
I mted my first tenn at Ibrset fuuse, caning as I 
did fran a secure boarding school becl<grouOO . Ott-ers 
quickly settled - I couldn' t. They got boy-friends - I 
didn' t . They used make-up - I rever had an:! didn't know row 
to start . They seeDed friemly an:1 mppy "*>ile I became 
increasingly obroxious - but with good old British stiff-
upper-lipress I al~oays said 'Yes, thank you ' wren asked if I 
was enjoying the course . Never would I admit to anything 
else . 
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Gradually I settled in and sane !IIBOOries stand 
out: 
- Of my probationary interview (at the end of the first 
term) .men 'Mlc' tore me to shreds. My only redeaning 
feature was that I 'took criticism well' - so I was 
al.l.o.e;l to stay. 
- Of exercises to Olarlie Kunz !llJSic. Whenever I hear it 
row I have a canfortable feeling of oostalgia. 
- Of my first visit to a psyclU.arric oospital after only a 
few days of training. We did not have to go, but I was 
to~h. wasn. t I? In th:>se days it-;;:; pretty oorrific. 
My !IIBOOry is of large clanging keys, unlocking and locking 
doors; of wanen sitting distant and hunched on benches; 
of a man sitting tuldled in the corner of a ""'rd• and 
another standing stockstill, and of being told that he was 
a 'catatonic schizophrenic' ; and of sleeping very badly 
for four nights •••• 
- Of slxluting at Mrs. Jones at Famham Park hospital, .tlen 
she refused me time off to go to a May Ball, "just because 
I'm engaged you think I don't care; that's not fair and 
not true". 
I stormed back to my digs, where sane 30 minutes later she 
followed me and told me I was obviously tired and that 
probably it ""'-1ld be a good thing for me to go to my 
Ball. A lesoon in true graciousness - even if it did make 
me feel small and guilty. 
- Of sOOwing impatience to a depressed patient and then 
having to hear her apologies for being so stupid. I have 
never raised my voice to a patient since. 
There are memories of staff - of Mr. )ofaggs in 
wocxn..:.rk, my favoured subject, always la~hing and teasing; 
or '!r. Nott in metal and basketry, serious and gentle; of 
Mrs. Kuenrnel with her strong accent and constant attenpts on 
our behalf at 'cooking' our not so good efforts at weaving; 
of Miss Campbell and 'liss Mason and of course of '"'ac' , wtro 
ruled us with a rod of iron and wtrose hurour "" only rarely 
experienced . 
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I 
11. 
I 
As I write this it strikes me !-... ll1lCh attitudes, 
behaviour and expectations have changed. Then trere was the 
'stiff upper lip' I We '"'re taught not to si-... feelings. 
Today stWents are allowed feelings and eocouraged to share 
then. Then """ had to sign in (staff too) and every session 
had to be atten:led. lbJ greater freedan allows stWents to 
opt out of certain sessions (even if this is rot always 
approved of). Then """ '"'re surrow:ler:l by rules - row tutors 
try to of fer space for personal developnent . But one thing 
has rot changed - then as row """ had lots of fun! 
Joan !Bvies (nee Wright) 
************ 
1952 - 1955 
My recollections start with a protogra!,fl I have of 
a group of us spinning in the sunshine with tre Nissen huts 
in the background. To keep an even rhytlm """ used to sing 
•rre SkyeBoat Song'. A contrast to this are ott-er neJDries 
of nunbed e>ttranities in mid"""'inter lohlle spending hours 
'tying-up' under a foot-power loom with tre snow swirling 
outside the hut door. 
Lectures started in a fonnal manner. We stood 
while tre lecturer entered and walked fran tre door at one 
end to the blackboard at tre other. Dr. !Brcus used to 
stride in briskly to start an Antauy lecture. In Psycho-
logy. Miss Macdonald' s dachshund '!Bx' ><>uld follow rer in 
and quietly go to sleep during tre lecture. 
It was a beautiful SU!m"r' s day for Open !By in 
1954. TJ-ere was a marquee be~ a..> of the huts. I still 
have the prograJIIIE of events . Dr. Casson was trere - the 
last sre was to atten:l as sre died the following winter. 
TI-e chair was taken by Sir Geoffrey Peto and an address 
given by Miss Helen Willard, tre Director of tre 
Philadel!,ilia School of <k.cupational Therapy, wro was visi-
ting this country. 
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Precious leisure ll:>urs ""re spent enjoying Mord 
an:! ti-e surrourding comttyside, an:! I have a happy IIBIDry 
of a group of us in ti-e first year: of training having a pic-
nic in ti-e gromds of Blenheim Palace, when "" made ' orange-
peel' teeth and la~ so 1llJCh that "" could hardly keep 
still for ti-e photografh. 
Diana Wharton ( ree Soare) 
************ 
1958 - 1961 
l'Bnories of training at lk>rset lbuse in the late 
fifties are of Nissen ruts, coke-burning stoves an:! scut-
tling fran !rut to !rut trying not to get too wet. In winter 
everyone wore as many clothes as IX>SSible mder tl-eir uni-
foilllS, an:! not~ was allowe:l to slvw' at ti-e neck, hen or 
wrist making ti-e stu:lents look rather bulgy like 'Michelin 
Tyre !'En' advertisele1ts. 
My first week at lk>rset lbuse was spent cord-
knotting, ~ a 'CDollee' hat made fran cardboard as 
protection fran ti-e sun. We sat in ~ lines, each stu:lent 
arw::hored to the chair in front by string, making scissor 
cords. n.ase ""re to fasten our scissors to our belts for 
use when "" went on clinical practice . It was quite usual 
to sever the cord by mistake when at~ting to use ti-e 
scissors, making constant repair jobs necessary. Uo:loubt-
e:lly good an:! ongoing practice in cord-l<rotting! 
Jill Freston 
************ 
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1970 - 1973 
I joiood the course in the year after the school 
had reverted to having one large intake of srulents each 
September ard was therefore one of eighty starting at that 
tilre . Formalities """" being relaxed sare<ot.at at that tiJre 
ard one oo longer had to address ore' s peers as Miss 
• • • • . • • except "*"'n on cl1nical practice, ard even then 
there were sooe exceptions ard complications . 'n-ere was an 
instance "*"'n at t he start of a clinical practice we were 
introdocing ourselves . I said 'This is Miss Dunseath ard I 
am Mrs . Gray ' • I was interrputed by the supervisor wro said 
'We are on Christian name terms here - I am Mrs. l<JU8ht ' • 
Old habits die hard! 
Being a slightly ' mature student ' (t...nty-one as 
opposed to eighteen) I could marry witl-out parental consent, 
but , as stated in the rules, oot without the permission of 
the school. When I went to my tutor at the end of the sm>-
DEr term to tell her that I hoped to get married during the 
sum>er holidays she said ' But yru are !lEant to tell us if 
you are thinking of getting engaged . I don't !<:row ..tlat the 
reaction will be to marriage ' • This was towards the end of 
Miss M=:lonald' s reign ard I was interviewed by both Mac ard 
her replace!!Ent-to-be Miss Collins, the rutcaoe being that 
permission to marry was given on condition that my future 
husband did not 'darken the door of !k>rset House' • Miss 
Macdonald always consi dered that her responsibilities were 
to the students ard the profession ard was fearful that 
spouses, however sympathetic, might hinder training. 
Having been a student at the beginning of the 
seventies, I frund myself on the other side of the fence as 
a tutor towards the end of the 5a!IE decade. At a staff 
nEeting to 'prune' tre course I recalled row, as a sb.dent, 
I had someti!!Es returned lx:me at the end of a day exhausted 
ard frustrated by t he pressure of it all . Other staff 
agreed that they too had a similar experience, but in retro-
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spect felt that this was ro !:ad thing! Ar. any rate we sur-
vi ved ard ai£rged trillllphant. 
Carolire Gray (nee Price) 
************ 
1973 - 1976 
The seventies '""re, I think, a period of great 
change at lbrset House. M>st of the ~ is roticeable 
ooly in retrospect ard for liE, certainly, noticeable fron 
the other side of the lectern. But at the tine ooly SOIIE of 
the rore lmjx>rtant t!U.rgs '""re noticed. ~s such as the 
change from trousers to jeans as acceptable garb (but ooly 
if the jeans ~e clean!), the lowed.re of the age of major-
ity ard with it the loss of "in loco J'8I'!!ltls'' ard SOIIEthing 
which had not!U.rg directly to do with lbrset lbuse but has 
had drai!Btic effects on the social life, the entry of wanen 
undergraduates to the men's colleges. 
My first view of furset House was that event can-
mon to all, the interview. For~ was forearned, my 
COoJSin was then in her secom year, ard I cane in best 
interview suit with parents also in best interview suits. 
We ~e all duly inte~, ard '""re obvioosly acceptable 
for I was in due course offered a place, SOIIEthing the wis-
dom of which a nunber of people llllSt have porrlered during my 
three ard a bit years at lbrset House. 
The course spread out over the three years in its 
tine h:Jnoured pattern. To begin with twD '-""!ks of "General 
Orientation" spent doing group projects with inadequate 
equipnent ard I1Bking varioos useful objects such as an 
extrenely ill-fitting dove-tail joint ard a paper knife. 
The acadanic subjects gradually panned out before us . 
AnatO'II)' with its paper bones, physiology was total confusion 
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having parted company with biology at a vecy ten:ler age arrl 
psyc:h:>logy with its pile of Penguin psycrology books "*>!eh 
finally fourd a use as a substituted bed leg "*'en we dis-
covered the ...:nlers of Hilgar arrl Atkinson' s Introduction to 
Psychology . 
Clinical practice then locxoed. A wrole year ;uay 
fron College, OXford arrl friends arrl to "*>!eh corner of the 
earth ...:>ulcl we be be sent. Where exactly was Oswestry? The 
year passed, not exactly uneventfully arrl then the return to 
OXford arrl the build up t<:Mards exams arrl the even wrse 
Vi vas . Although light relief was provided by preparations 
for Fourder' s Lay arrl, 11JJCh 11Dre important to us, the Ball, 
"*>!eh due to unseen forces was held at RMdes House, a spec-
tacular setting. And so farewell to OXford arrl Dorset 
House. 
Clare Taylor 
************ 
1976 - 1979 
I have a private little smile I reserve to myself 
for those occasions "*'en I am the subject of sane kind 
eulogy about how brave I was, how difficult it must have 
been for ne, an elderly male O.T. student at the finishing 
school for doctors' daughters. The truth of the matter is, 
it was three years of total self indulgence, of intense 
pleasure equalled only, perhaps , by the s1rnilar period I 
spent later at Dorset lbuse as a tutor . 
Don' t confuse ne with the mature students wro, 
having cast the chains of school arrl savoured a year or t1<o0 
of independence, return screaming and kicking against the 
petty tyranies of School discipline. Now they really did 
suffer, if only fran self inflicted lolOUnds. 
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I """ the original mature, mature student. Not 
for Ill! the miserable digs, the painfully precise OO:lgeting 
ard self~tering typified in my m1.rd by t1o0 girls, ooe who 
had to go to bed ard wrap rerself in a quilt to keep wann 
wirlle sre studied as sre couldn't afford to reat re< roan, 
ard tre ott..r who confided quite cheerfully that sre had a 
cabbage ard a piece of cheese to last re< tre rest of the 
W1!ek. By cootrast, I had a canfortable hired rouse in 
Sutton OJurtney with a wife to provide a wann 1ll!al on my 
return, do all the stvpping ard tre ironing ard after din-
ner, pausing only to kiss my wife ard children goodnight, I 
retired to my centrally reated caravan, parked in tre drive, 
ldtted out as a study, W'here I worl<M in peace, wannth and 
seclusion till tre early hours. 
Oh yes, I did work. Probably the hardest I've 
ever had to do. But look at the oonpetltlon. Bright young 
girls, bright as buttons ard bristling with '0' ard 'A' 
levels. Could I ever forget Atldnson ard Bl.mey ard fear of 
failure. 
And at tre end a Dl.plana. It should be illll1lin-
ated in blood - but full, rich, heart wanning blood, taken 
in tre full flood of life. 
Artlu.tr lbrrlson 
************ 
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Apperdix B 
The BaJ.Jad of Dorset li>use 
(With a]X>logies to Mr. LongfellCM) 
Far alxlve the Spires of Oxford , 
Out beyor>:l the teeming city 
Ues the fabled Ton of Heading 
wrere the football soars tre highest, 
Wnere spectators slnut tre l.ou:lest, 
Wnere the buses run the s~t. 
There beside a noble beech-tree 
Ues tre Scrool of Or. Cas son, 
Older than the llirris Minor, 
Young at reart like bursting blossan. 
Therapy thro~ Occupation 
Was tre subject of its Teaching; 
Skill of han:ls was ~t im]X>rtant 
Ard the patients seete:l to flourish. 
NCM in days we call enlightened 
Other subjects crave attention, 
Bones and IJIJSCles fret the Smients 
Ard tre Black Art, Psychiatry, 
Is tre study they all therish. 
There tre great chief, MinniCDllins , 
Called Al<ela, La~hing llitrer, 
Leads her tribe of twdest maidens, 
Leads theu in tre search for l<rowledge 
To tre goal of Registration 
BY tre Board in U>ndon seated. 
There to aid rer sits the Kingbird. 
Great in Vice as all acl<rowledge, 
Uttering cries of mystic splerr:lour, 
~ lectures, llXNing classes, 
~tmgling the great T!Jre-table. 
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Many others MinniCollins 
llas to help her in the teaching; 
1\.ltors, lecturers, instnx:.tors 
M1ke tre Students' life a burden, 
Force than on tre Path of llity, 
watch in sadness '*>en tre Students 
Seek the path of idle dal.liaoce 
With the yolilg men in the Valley. 
In a corner of the building 
Lurks a beast of prey, the Bursar, 
Sallies forth to seize tre Students, 
Robs than of their little I!DreY. 
Yet re makes but little profit 
Fran his evil depredations, 
For to him cane MinniCollins 
And her minions, hands uplifted; 
Welfare Officer and Wmlen, 
Teachers, Cleaners, Clerks and Typists 
Take thelr salaries, laughing gaily. 
Others too llllSt have their portim, 
~Inspector, PllJllber, Glazier, 
S.E.B. and Rates-<:ollector, 
Tl-ese and half a !IJr<lred otrers 
Want to share tre Students' I!DreY. 
But tre Students, uncanpla1ning, 
Bear treir burdens, sniling broadly. 
Sit - resit- exmrlnations, 
Sit and pass than, sniling bravely; 
Take thelr Vi vas, face tre 'lbrture, 
Try to treat Lllkrown malfunctions, 
Leave Roan ~ sniling sadly. 
Then in Al€U5t canes tre Pass-list 
'lb erase tre mental anguish, 
Ending sleepless nights of doubting. 
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Then the Students leave the Schoolrocm 
9niling gladly, clutching papers 
Filled with writing, called Diplanas; 
Leave their )'OUthful tlDl€hts l:ehlrd then, 
Make their way to their Departments, 
wt..re the patients wait their caning, 
Longing for the "'lrd of kindness, 
And the magic touch of ~· 
******** 
H.L.D. - for the Finalists' Party July 1973 
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